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JUNE 8, 1989

The Maine Island Trail
begins in the protected
waters of Casco Baybut unprepared boaters
arrive quickly at the center
of a stormy debate over
wilderness access.

STORY by Wayne Curtis
PHOTOS by Tonee Harbert

LaUer day Eskimos are paddling up
Casco Bay in roto-molded polyethylene
and Kevlar boats loaded with point-andclick cameras and freeze-dried food. On
Portland's Commercial Street, their
brightly colored, narrow kayaks rest atop
foreign cars like mobile missiles in search
?f a launch pad.
Casco Bay, and the entire Maine coast,
is becoming a mecca for sea kayakers.
Beyond the singular allure of Maine's
3,000 coastal islands, there's a reason that
the kayakers are coming here. With little

FREE

fanfare, Casco Bay has become the starting
point of the Maine Island Trail, a 32S-mile
waterway that winds up the coast to Machias. Billed as a watery Appaiachian Trail,
it permits kayakers and other small-boat
owners to island-hop along the shaggy
fringe of northeasternmost United States,
much the way A.T. hikers can traverse the
East Coast's mountain spine.
Some fear that the Maine Island Trail
will hasten crowding and congestion in the
islands. But a number of advocates for the
trail say that it won't be the destruction of
the Maine islands - but their salvation.
CONTINUED on page 8
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THE WEEK IN BRIEF:
S.D. Warren pays for pollution
The S.D. Warren paper mill in Westbrook has reached a legal
agreement with the Natural Resources Defense Council, which
sued the mill in January over wastewater violations. The mill has
agreed to pay the national environmental group $15,000 for court
costs and to pay a minimum $2500 fine for any violations of its
water license during the corning year. Although the mill is supposed to monitor its own wastewater and report its own violations, the NRDC will also monitor the water for one year. The
NRDC suit pushed the state to sue as well, resulting in fines of
$98,500 in February .

.I
Southern Yellow Pine
Rugged hardwood Is easy to operate and has tbree positions for great
versatility. Also available in queen sizes. In stock.
Cboose from the largest selection of futons, futon frames and covers
in New England. Futon mattresses from $89.00 to $279.<\0.

621 Forest Avenue near Woodfords Comer, Portland, Maine

871-0578

Satisfaction Guaranleed

Exit6B off Route 295

FU10N FuRNISHINGS

Matthew DIPierro straddles his sewer-swamped forest.

South Portlanders sue over flood
The spending cap may have stemmed the tide of
rising taxes in South Portland, but it's also flooded
two acres of forest. Matthew and Thelma DiPierro
of Thornton Heights are suing the Cily of South
Portland for damages to their land. It was taken by
eminent domain for a sewer project, which was
halted due to lack of funds.
'1t's like a pond down there," Matt DiPierro
said. "Water covers an area of two acres, and it's
four feet deep. Old trees are faUing over due to
loosened roots. It's a mess."
The sewer project, begun in January, was intended to stop ground water from seeping into the
sewage and stormwater system through fractured
clay pipe. The DiPierro's land was one of three
properties the city took by eminent domain in
order to install new fiberglass pipe.
Trees werecuttomake room for equipment, and
a new line was laid. As new pipe was been installed
the old pipe was plugged, leaving stormwater no
place togo.
Thatwould have been temporary. Butasa result
of the spending cap approved in November, the
construction wascutshort. The section of stormwater drainage pipe on DiPierro's property hasn't
been routed to the Cash Comer discharge point.
The rainthatfalls on the DiPierro'sland stays there.
"They guaranteed (the property) would be the

same as when they started, if not better," said
DiPierro. "It's a thousand times worse." The chief
engineer for South Portland, Ed Reedman, agreed.
"We're probably back to conditions that existed in
the 1920s," he said. Reedman said more than $1
millionisneeded to hook up the stormwatercollection pipes to an outlet pipe in the ocean. Thatfigure
doesn't fit into the spending cap.
"It is our intention, as soon as funds are available, to extend the new pipe to Cash Comer," said
Reedman, at which point the old pipe could be
unplugged. The two lines could then work separately, with the sewerpipescarrying sanitary sewage
to the treatment plant, and the old pipes draining
stormwater into Casco Bay.
DiPierrohasspentcloseto$2000inlawyer'sfces
ina Cumberland Counly Su peri or Court appeal for
damages he said resulted from the city's eminent
domain action. The cily has offered him sums of
$2500 and $3000, which he refused. He is seeking at
least $4000 and removal of the water.
"I wouldn't settle for$10,000 if they don'tgetrid
of the water," he said.
Steven Fletcher, attorney for South Portland,
said the city's position is that there has been a net
benefit to the DiPierro properly, and that an easement already existed for the old pipes. He said he's
hopeful the case can be settled out of court.
Breit Walker

Train travel advocates assemble

ARC BELLIVEAU
brings Etruscan pottery, painting
and sculpture into the 20th
century with his easy care
sportswear.
Made of 100% cotton, the
Etruscan collection is cast in
ochre, rust, white or black. ..
and is available only at Amaryllis.

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street,
POI1Iand, ME 04101

772-4439

Train travel in Maine chugged forward May 31
when a group of rail fans announced the formation of TrainRiders Northeast. The group will be
pushing for an Amtrak link from Boston to Portland, and beyond.
"People areout there waiting for a focal point,"
said Al Caron, a Portland publicrelationsconsuItant who helped organize the TrainRiders. "We
hope TrainRiders can be that focal point."
The groups wants train service restored to
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont. In Maine,
it wants service inland as far as Bangor and as far
east as Rockland. It wants to see stops in Kennebunk, Old Orchard Beach, Brunswick, Lewiston and Augusta, among others. Eventually, it
hopes for service to the Canadian provinces.
"It's going to lighten traffic," said Wayne Davis,
chairperson of TrainRiders and Chief Executive
Officer of BankEast MortgageCorp. "Whata good
rail service will do is spawn attendant servicestaxis, busses."
Reducing traffic is one benefit TrainRiders
promised; air pollution would be reduced. too.
"Recent polls show that Americans are prepared
to pay more foi a deaner epvironment,'" Davis

said. "Rail gives us not only a cleaner environment, it also costs less." He said a diesel train can
move people two toiour times farther per gallon
of gas than a plane or car.
The cost of infrastructure for rail travel is less,
too, Davis said. He contrasted the $175 million
needed to upgrade.30 miles of the Maine Turnpike to just $30 million needed to upgrade 110
rnilesof train track between Portland and Boston.
"Rail is the form of transportation that makes
perfect economic sense," said Jim Michalec, a
South Portlander who carne to the press conference to show his support. "And it's one of the
cleanest ways to transport people in the world."
The Maine Department of Transportation is
doing a market study to see if anyone would use
rails in Maine. The DOT also requested $100,000
to study rail restoration; this was vetoed by Gov.
John McKernan.
Michalec had criticism for politicians who have
yet to show leadership on bringing rail back.
"Augusta never should have allowed the passing
of passenger rail in Maine. Now it's up to them to
grab the ball before private individuals do."
HIurnIIh HDlmes

Tourist office scores staffers
The Portland Convention and Visitors Bureau will take over
staffing of the tourist information office, which was left staff-less
two weeks ago. The Chamber of Commerce, which laid off its
information staff, will continue to pay the rent, light and telephone bills; the Cily of Portland will give the bureau $15,000. The
revenue shortage that led to the lay-offs has only been addressed
to the extent that a charge will be ~ssessed on display space for
pamphlets. "To get through the tourist season - that is the immediate goa\," said Trudy McNully, visitors bureau director.

Refugee English program nixed
Scrambling under a tax cap threat and a squashed budget, the
Portland School Committee has axed, among other things, the
program thatteaches preschool refugee children English. Federal
funds that ran the program for three yearsdisappcared this year;
the school committee decided not to spend $65,000 to continue it.
The program, which served as a na tional model, taught English to
120 children from 171anguage groups during the three years, and
always had a waiting list, said Grace Studley, director of bilingual
education in the Portland schools. Studley said money will be
sought from local businesses to continue the program. Also cut
was a career education program at the middle schoolleve\, three
high school English teachers and the teacher of the small engine
repairprogram at Portland Regional Vocational Technical Center.

Join the
New Generation of Brown with
The Best Deal in Town on two of ' the
hottest cars around! Take your pick and
drive home a Grand Am or Calais today!
'Includes all applicable factory rebates
and dealer incentives for qualified buyers.

.
::
•

,

.pontiae

Oldsmobile
284-4555

774-4311
Rt.1 Saco ME

Seabrook arrest fest
In the biggest Seabrook arrest fest since 1977, 627 people
clambered over the fence at the New Hampshire nuclear power
plant June 4, only to be carried away by police. On Monday, June
5 another 107 people were arrested for blocking the gateways to
the plant. Many people were arrested multiple times, said Seabrook police. The protests mark the beginning of low-level testing
at Seabrook after a plagued 13 years of construction.

,

Gay pride; Senate shame
Hundreds of people marched for gay and lesbian pride in
Portland three days after the Maine Senate killed the gay rights
bill. Even after the House had amended the bill to clarify that its
passage would grant no special privileges to gays and lesbians,
the Senate refused to add gays and lesbians to those protected by
the Maine Human Rights Act, turning the bill down on May 31. It
would have outlawed discrimination in areas of housing, jobs,
credit and public accommodations.
On June 3 hundreds of people marched through Portland in a
"Pride March," encouraging people to persevere in the quest for
civil rights for bisexual,gay and lesbian people. June islesbian and
gay pride month.
HQmWz Holmes

NEWS OF THE' WEIRD:
... Danny Heitman was placed under citizen's arrest by his
bailbondsman in Tucson in October. He had been arrested for
bank robbery and, needing $550 cash to buy a bond for release,
convinced the bondsman to drive him to "my bank so I can get the
money." Minutesafter alighting from the bondsman' scar, Heitman
returned clutching a fistful of money and being chased by a teller.
... Jim Bell Young, 20, an ice cream flavor-mixer at the Imperial
Flavors plant in Eloise, Fla., died recently when he fell into a vat
of cocoa powder and suffocated.
... Justine Spiros, 60, of Lombard, III., used all of her retirement
money to purchase 600,000 latex gloves to corner the market for
people working with AIDS patients, but bought cut-rate and
wound up with mostly defective gloves.
Chuck Shepherd/AlterNet

I
· .. When your rent money could be used to buy your own home.
· .. When Showcase has the most affordable homes in the state.
· .. When Showcase has the best financing plans for home buyers.
· .. When we can show you how you can own your own home for as
little as $15 a day!
Call Showcase Home of Maine at our toll.free number or stop by our
model homes on Route 4 in Turner at Turner Plaza and Route 302
in Naples across from Mardon Marina. We'll show you just how easy
it is to really own your own home.
Call tOOaY!

1~800~344~65 52
, ,

SHOWCASE HOMES, INC.

[B

SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

REALTOIt

Model homes open 9am- 7pm Weekdays

9am-Spm Saturdays

Noon to 5 pm Sundays
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• Save time and money... • More Foreign, Classic
•.. Have your movies
& Cult Films for your
varied tastes!
delivered & picked up!
• Choose from the largest
selection in Portland.

'Protect Yourself with the
mtimate Self Protection Devices
Guardian
Security Flashlight
• Use as a powerful flashlight
in an emergency or as a
personal protection deVice.
• ONE SHOT stops assailant
for up to 15 to 20 minutes.
• Contains an ULTRAVIOLET

dye that remains Visible for
up to 72 hours for Police

773-1999

5

• Easily

f~s

in purse or pocket.

• Fast. effective and easy to use.

• Non-Lethal - Causes no
pe"""nent injury.
• Affordable to anyone
concerned aboul safety.

identification.

• Will even stop a person up
to 300 pounds!
• Effective on persons under
the influence of alcohol
or narcotics.

Please add sales
laX to your order
No C.O.D.

Thunder Woman
= = MERYL

• The Thunder Woman is
proven effective by Police
• Strong enough to ward off

SMI = =

~TREEP NEILL

~~~~~c:~ ~~ ~tl:ay be.
• 65,000 Volts will give the

ACRY'!'~" DARK
Free
Membership

~~tl~~~~~~e

Lower Lobb

1J0tfL; ctJiI1
~
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,

,

attacker the shock of
their life!
• Penetrates through a 1/2'
thickness of clothing.

.M.
h~ -

~

flY

RLow
t
a es

773- 1999

• LEGAL TO CARRY AND
PROVEN MEDICALLY SAFE!
• EffeClive Non-Lethal Protect ton
• Causes no permanent injury

• Affordable to anyon~
concerned about thelf safety.
The Ultimate Self-Protection
Device for Non-Violent People.

• Designed to protect yourself
from rear attack:
• 5 second shock will leave the
attacker feeling like he fell out
of a 2 story building and
landed. on concrete pavement.

THUNDER WOMAN
SAFETY LOCKING
MICRO SWITCH

854-0036

Please add sales
tax to your order
No C.O.D.

Other Models """ilable

Mail orders to: Ron Gervais P.O. Box 1069 Westbrook, Maine 04092
WARNING: THESE PROTECTIVE DEVICES CAN BE HARMFUL IF NOT USED PROPERLY.

THEY ARE NOT TOYS AND SHOULD BE KEPT AWAY FROM CHILDREN.

A conversation with Metro
bus driver and Notary Public

Have you performed wedding services In
other unusual settings?
My house. That's pretty unusual. This is my first
marriage in a bus.

Bruce Iverson

When Claude and Jan were riding your bus,
did you ever Imagine they would wind up
nuptials?
I never really thought about it until I saw them
together one day.

"It started as a Joke," said Claude Methot of
his marriage on a Metro bus. "At first I told
him he'd be there alone," added Jan Cole, now
his wife. But the two Port landers who met
aboard a Metro bus decided that being
married on one was the thing to do.
Bruce Iverson Is a seasoned Metro bus driver
and bona fide Notary Public. On Saturday,
June 3, Bruce pronounced Claude and Jan
husband and wife as passing cars honked In
encouragement at the bus bedecked with
streamers, tin cans and "Just Married" signs.

Did you read right out of that paperback
"Words for Your Wedding" there?
Yeah, I have to use the book because I'm too
nervous not to. This basically was the the service on
this page here, just filling in the blanks with Claude's
and Jan's names.
Do you ever stumble while performing a
wedding service?
Well, as a matter of fact, the first time I did.
My best friend's wife and I almost got married
the way it came out. I was so nervous. Somebody walked by me and I lost my place.

Landmark
home.

The service sounded great. Did you hear the
cars honking during It?
Yeah, I did. That one truck, I had to stop, because I
couldn't even hear myself. I was afraid that might
happen. That's why I tried to make sure the window
behind me was closed, but I couldn't get it closed.
You think you'll ever marry on a bus again?
I doubt it. I've been doing this 19 years and this is
the first one. If I'm here another 19 years, maybe.
You've been working here 19 years?
Yes sir. I don't know why. You go crazy driving a
bus. There's a lot of stress. You never know what's
going to happen next. I've had a woman get off the
bus, take off her drawers, and take a dump. I've had
hookers on the bus propositioning the passengersthat's regular. I've had drunks, of course. But this is
definitely unusual.

", Bruno's Patio
is open!
Undoubtedly Portland's
finest pizza and steak sandwiches.

Special food and
drink prices during
Old Port Festival
weekend!

Open 7 days
Complete menu
Lunch & dinner
Free parking

VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS

33 INDIA ST.

BRUNO'S 773-3530

PORTlAND

Andy Newman will marry on a submarine when he finds a
woman foolish enough to take the plunge.

& White

• DAILY SCHEDULE •
AlL CRUISES:

John Calvin Stevens would
be proud toda y to see this
huge 5 bedroom house he
designed in 1912 near the
university. Just $195,000.
New listing!
Call Chris Behan

~2I.

BALFOUR.
773-8224

10:00 . 11:30 CASCO BAY CRUISE
12:10· 12:50 HARBOR LUNCH CRUISE ($3.00)

Bring your own lunch, or order hot or cold sandwiches
from our snack bar. Full beverage service.
1:15 - 2:45
3.'15 - 4:45
Isl4nd Cruise
Harbor Cruise
5:20 - 6:20 Attitude Adjustment Cruise ($4.00)
7p.m - 9p.m. Sunset Cruise
Departs from Fisherman's Wharf • Conunercial St.
Look for our Ticket Booth· 883-5456

graphy Service for
Amateurs & Professionals

157 Middle St. (Old Port)
761-2882 Debbie Dolan

Stop in at either of our two
convenient locations for contest
rules and entry forms.
Deadline for entries: July 31,1989
30 City Center
71 u.s. Route 1
Portland
772-7296

Scarborough
883-5126
Hours: Mon-Fri 7:30-6

Sat 9:00-1

TRUST THE PROS AT BPS PHOTO EXPRESS

1f-~

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
37 Ocean St. South Portland
767·2007 Bill Ciccarone

PHOTO CONTEST

Portland
In Your Pocket

HOUR
$8 per person; $7 children! senior citizens
Group rates avail4ble

Picture Maine: People g Place$

~I·N=-=-·S ·I·D·E·R
92 Exchange Street
Portland, Maine 04101
Phone 77-WCOS
Open 7 Days a week

Afree list and location guide to the besl of Greater Portland.
Distributed at participating merchanls. Look for us or call for locations.

482 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101·772-0600
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Remember when summer meant goodbye
to leather shoes and hello to
canvas sneakers?

HAIR-EXCHANGEl
.
... and Jacial salon

ROBERT MACNEIL
(OF THE MACNEIL-LEHRER NEWS flOUR)

with our canvas purses
you can run fuster and
jump higher.
Guaranteed!

The Shoes of

will read from his new best-seller

337 Forest Ave .• Portland. Maine. 207-773-6601
Huge Inventory, expert fitting. moilorder nationwide, complete repair service

'Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear"

JOIN PORTLAND'S ONLY
SAILING CLUB
Unlimited sailing in Portland's harbor, 7 days a week
aboard the dub's Solings.
Need help? We offer several sailing and navigation
courses. All courses offer dub membership discounts.
For more information contact:
Harbor Salling Club. 772·4023
58 Fore Street, Bldg. 6
Portland, Maine 04101

OURS:

Making the lines clear
We've grown during the past year.
But fitting more local news, more arts
coverage and more listings into what is
still a young newspaper had left us
looking cluttered.
So we've made a
few cosmetic
changes.
You've probably already noticed there's a new
logo, that more of
the cover story is
on the cover and
that the INSIDE
box is now out
there, too. Like
these moves, the
changes inside are
intended to help
clarify our message:
• The vertical
black lines sepa-

of type that are just a bit wider. Also, in
many instances, we'll be pulling bits of
"raw data" out of the main story and
moving it into short "sidebar" stories.
Wherever you see thick black bars (such
as the US bar at right) you can expect to
find a short information-intensive story
beneath it.
• This page
remains committed to presenting
diverse opinions.
We've now categorized these opinions so that you
can better understand whose

Summer is hc,.c :lind t),,:!Iot' Vkluri:ul hrkk.~ an' 11111.
That bricks ;!If"C' Ihe trophiC"," 01 :I mulll lIIill/nn ",,11.1(
s,ru~c th:u h:L' p"ttcd 1m _.1 lIt-, dlll\l-r.
3).::lII.'t "tll-In.'cit·.! ,.ut I l r .. , •• !..,

VIEWS are whose.
Positions agreed
upon by Casco
Bay Weekly as a
group will appear
as OURS; opinions expressed by
readers and letters
to the editor will
appear as YOURS;
CBW no.2: one year ago this week.
and traditional
rate the advertisements from the edito"op-ed" viewrial copy. The businesses that advertise
points as well as opinions by members
in Casco Bay Weekly pay so that you
of our staff on which we may not all
don't have to. That's the way a free paagree will appear as THEIRS. Like the
per works. Their ads bring you their
advertising/editorial distinction, we
message unedited by us; our stories bring think it is important to everyone that we
you the news unaffected by them. That's be clear.
the way a free press works. We think
We're excited about our new look.
that the distinction between these two
But we're even more excited about staymessages is as important as the mesing the same as we enter our second year
sages themselves.
as Greater Portland's alternative
• In order to make our stories
newsweekly .
easier to read, we've set them in columns

STATE
MAINE
USIC THEATRE

Victoria Crandall - Executive and Artistic Director

BRIGADOON
THE MUSIC MAN
Tues.-$at. H 11m
Wed , Fri .. Sun 2:00 pm

Jl'1Ia: l.l.
Jl ' :\~: 25

OI'E:\S Jl :\,: 2.

T~~i" 725.8769

Located on Beautiful
BowdOin College Campus.

US:
PUIUSHER Gary Santaniello

not }UlVe to carry those pregnancies to term.
The fact that 1 chose to do so makes my children that much more special- they are wanted
and very much loved.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Ann Sitomer
NEWS & UPDATES
Hannah Holmes
PHOTOGRAPHS
Tonee Harbert

HARBOUR BOOKS is a full service independent
book store and is open seven days a week.

We carry
Paul Mitchel,
Focus 21, and
Sebastian's Skin Care
& Makeup Products.

HARBOU

001(S

40A Lafayette Street, Rt 88 • Yarmouth,
ME 04096 (at Lower Falls Landing) •
346-6306

PRODUCTION MANAGER
Elissa Conger
DESIGN
Truth Hawk

WALK -INS WELCOME

775-2555
8:30 - 7:00 M-F
8:30 - 5:00 SAT

8 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

Heavenly Lace
•

I

CIKULATION MANAGER
Diane DesMarais
CIRCULATION
Chris Daniels, Dan Tonini
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Marg Watts
ADVERTISING Kate Halpert,
Richard Tracy, Garry Young
CLASSIFIEDS John Shalek
CONTRlIUTORS Lynda Barry,
Kathy Caron, Brenda Chandler,
Barbara Hill, Sherry Miller,
Andy Newm12n, Kelly Nelson,
ToJci Oshim12, Mike Quinn,
Don Rubin, Morgan Shepard,
Thomas A. Verde

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
is an instrument of community
understanding. Every Thursday,
Casco Bay Weekly distributes
20,000 papers free of chargelimited to one copy per reader.
No person m1l)J take more than one
copy of eIlch issue without the permission of Casco Bay Weekly.
ADDnJONAL COPIES of the current
~ue and/ar some back issues m12y
be purchased far $1 eIlch at the
Casco Bay Weekly office.
Domestic subscriptions are mailed
3rd class and are $36/year, payable
in advance.

Everything you need from
head to toe.
Natural fiber clothing, lingerie,
swtmwear and accessories.
345 Fore St. Portland, ME, 51 Ceres St. Portsmouth, NH
Open 7 days a week· 773-7784

LOOKING
FOR

racks

Tough, versatile transport
system for bicycles, skis,
canoes, kayaks, sailboards.

2077756601

AA-N·

V.lJKlMIJ

e.~

CASCO lAY WEEKLY
187 CLARK STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04102

member of the Association of
Alternative Newsweeklies

•

Serving the Old Port
& Portland
with Custom Cuts,
Perms and
Skin Care
for the past six years.
Tanning booths
also available.

Help us celebrate our 1st anniversary with
this event! Take home an autographed copy.

EDITOR Monte Paulsen

Casco Bay Weekly is a

Hrunswlck • .~ame

at HARBOUR BOOKS in Yarmouth
Saturday, June 10 from 10:30-12:30

Casco Bay Weekly. Entire contents
© 1989 by Mogul Media, Inc.

An "apt description"
I can't remember when I've seen a more apt
description of the anti-choice crusaders as the
one quoted of Oaude Evin ofthe French Health
Ministry (CBW 6/1/89): "".pressure groups
animated by archaic ideologies." He's hit the
nail on the head.
I have two kids; one was unplann~. I am
grateful to live ina time and a place where Idid

This space is for opinions. Your
views are here, and sometimes ours.
Please be brief when you write, and
please include a phone number
(which will not be published) so
that we can verify your /etter.
Send your VIEWS to: VIEWS,
Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland,ME.04102.

MOGUL MEDlAr INC. publishes

YOURS:

II--norJa~

HAIR FROM A DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW

"WORDSTRUCI("

Casco Bay Weekly looks different
this week because we are trying to fit
more news into the paper while at the
same time making that news more clear.

If you knew what
they felt like,
you'd be wearing
them now.

7

June 9-10 Mikie O's - Portland
June 16-17 Mr. GoodbarOld Orchard Beach

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!

Yankee
Pedaler

Bicycles

85 Pleasant St., Brunswick

729 -8240

BOOKSTORE

~·ob·~-~-'*'ob· ...ob·..b-ob-ob-ob-
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The
Maine
Island
Trail

The group is not only working to prevent fu tuTe
abuses of the islands, but also to remedy past .ffiJSuses. Tom Roeber, head of the Casco Bay section of
the Maine Island Trail Association, says, "A lot of
people already use the islands, but nobody does
anything to clean them up." Last summer, Roeber
led a dozen boaters on a clean-up trip to one Casc?
Bay island that netted 20 bags of trash and t~ree tires.
The Island Trail Association are also helping out
the state by monitoring the use of the islands. Lo? .
sheets are provided to members to tally what actiVIties are taking place on which islands and bl how
many. With this information, a da~ base Will be
created to help develop future poltcy and to determine where enforcement efforts should be concentrated. In addition, Getchell hopes to establish a
program in which members can "adopt" an island
and watch it throughout the season for abuse by

,.,.,..,.,
iii"

Dave Getchell, driving force behind the Maine Island Trail.
CONTINUED from page one
"This is not a tourist attraction," says Dave Getchell, the driving force behind the Maine Island Trail.
Christened last summer with about 35 islands in the
network, the trail system has expanded to include
nearly 60 islands.
"There's no question that there are more people
paddling now," says Ken Fink, an associate professor
of geology and oceanography at the University of
Maine who's been plying coastal waters by kayak
since 1977. "You used to be able to go kayaking and_
the chances of running into someone offshore in a
canoe or kayak were remote." Today, these encounters are commonplace, he says, particularly around
popular areas like Casco Bay.

Launching the trail
The idea for the trail first surfaced in the summer
of 1986, when Getchell, a 61-year-old writer and
editor, helped survey the recreational potential of 250
state-owned islands as part of a state-sponsored
project of the nonprofit Island Institute. What the
survey found was that more than 100 of these islands
offered excellent access by small boat and were
worthy of a visit in their own right. These included
such spots as Basin Island in the mouth of the New
Meadows River, and Harbor Island near Isle au Haut.
After plotting these islands on a map, Getchell
noticed that they were spread along the coast evenly
enough to allow boaters to travel from one to the next
as if along stepping stones, camping along the way.
"It became obvious that there was a tremendous
resource here," Getchell says. He and Philip
Conkling, executive director of the Island Institute,
drew up a formal proposal for the trail, which they
presented to the state in 1987. The state Bureau of
Public Lands saw merit in the idea and, along with
L.L. Bean, provided a modest grant to get it started.
Getchell wrote several articles on the proposed
trail for boating magazines, including the Island
Journal and Small Boat Journal. A number of people
responded, and he asked those who seemed most
committed to the idea to lend a hand. In the spring of
1988 the Maine Island Trail Association was created
as a division of the Island Institute. A steering
committee was organized to develop the route. The
group worked with the state to identify appropriate
islands for general public use. And last summer, the
association, decreeing the trail to exist, published the
first guidebook.
"What we're doing, in effect, is building our own
park system in which, for all intents and purposes,
we are the managers," Getchell says. Like the Appalachian Trail, which is owned by the federal government but managed by volunteers associated with the
private, nonprofit Appalachian Trail Conference, the
Maine Island Trail is a joint effort between public
agencies and private citizens.
Today, an ambitious and well-equipped boater
could leave Casco Bay by kayak or canoe and arrive
in Machias about a month later. And it could be done
with only periodic stops on the mainland for water
and provisions. There's no precedent for a saltwater
trail of this size," Getchell notes.
The islands along the route do not offer luxury
accommodations. Many are nothing more than an
acre or two of ledge, with some grass and maybe a
small spruce grove. None offers reliable water. None
offers shelter. But some - such as Jewell Island in
northern Casco Bay - are impressive (if often con-

gested) and come complete with meadows, pine
forests, and leftover observation towers from World
War ll. Sea kayaking has been called "backpacking
by boat," and, appropriately, the islands offer primitive campsites as spare as anything you'll find in the
backcountry .
The trail begins at the town landing in Yarmouth.
In Casco Bay, the islands along the route include
Little Chebeague, Crow, and Jewell, all in the northern part of the bay. (The route initially began in South
Portland, but planners decided to avoid congested
Portland Harbor.) The trail continues downeast, up
the Kennebec River and through Sheepscot Bay, then
along Johns and Muscongus Bays before skirting the
~orthern edge of Penobscot Bay. After passing
between Mt. Desert Island and the mainland, the trail
continues on along the open Maine Coast between
Schoodic Peninsula and Western Bay before finishing
up in Machias.
The trail was not designed as an expeditious
coastal freeway - the 325 miles covers only some 160
airline miles - but as a gentle meander along the best
of what the Maine Coast has to offer. It passes
alternately through protected coves and around exposed headlands, through estuaries and out into the
open sea. It has overnight stops on islands both
vegetated and barren. The largest gap in the network
is only about eight miles, in Frenchman's Bay. That's
an easy paddle if the weather's right.

Troubled waters
Peddling the idea has been a tougher crossing.
From the outset, the idea ofthe Maine Island Trail
ran into opposition. When Getchell first introduced
the idea at the 1987 Island Institute annual meeting.
private island owners objected, saying that it would
lead to their islands being overrun as campers
scoured the coast looking for places to pitch their
tents.
But Getchell pointed out that uninvited visitors to
their islands were likely increase regardless of the
Island Trail. More and more people are in search of
fewer and fewer wildlands these days. Recreational
demand is surging across the country, but nowhere
as acutely as in the Northeast. According to a federal
survey, only 294 public acres exist for every 1,000
Northeast residents - compared to 8,000 acres for
every 1,000 residents in the west.
Add to these demands the rapid pace of nonrecreational development along the Maine Coast, and it
becomes apparent that more problems are going to
arise. The closing of Wells Beach to beachgoers last
year has been the most publicized battle for recreational access, but it's simply a symbol of smaller
skirmishes that are being fought up and down the
coast. The decision two weeks ago to remove moorings from Cocktail Cove on state-{)wned Jewell Island
is perhaps the most recent indication of the changing
rules of the game.
While many of the effects of growing demand for
recreational lands have been felt first in the more
accessible Northeast parks - such as the White
Mountains, Acadia and Baxter State Park - the
islands aren't immune. The number of people who
sail has increased by more than 200 percent in the last
25 years; canoeists are up by more than 500 percent.
Sea kayaking is only one of the newer and more
efficient ways to get access to the islands.
The potential for conflict is heightened due to the
unique nature of the island archipelagos. Smaller
islands look the same, whether owned by the state or

a private landowner. And many boaters aren't entirely discriminating. "There's an attitude that if
there's a campsite on an island, it's alright to use it,"
says Ken Fink. That attitude - combined with rising
real estate values - may do more to hasten the closing
of private islands to boaters than anything else.
"Permissive trespass has been established for a
long time in Maine and has been generally accepted
on the islands," Getchell says. "But as the price of
land skyrockets - an island that sold for $50,000 ten
years ago might sell for $250,000 today - the owners
get more and more edgy about people coming on to
their land and building fires and camping." As a
result, more "No Trespassing" signs are likely to
sprout up on privately owned islands.
State-{)wned lands may be affected as well. Lacking the resources to police the 1,500 state-{)wned
islands, the Bureau of Public Lands may be required
to close down more islands to public use if recreational users don't respect them. That would mean a
greater concentration of people - and less of a
wilderness experience - on the islands remaining
open for camping.
Citing one example of overuse, Fink says that two
summers ago an enterprising young man moved on
to state-{)wned Fort Island in the Damariscotta River
for the entire summer. He commuted to the mainland
by motorboat, and kept island visi ting hours when he
wasn't working. "He and his friends partied all
weekend and made it unpleasant for anyone who
wanted to visit," Fink says. Although this isn't likely
to become a common problem along the coast, it
suggests that new answers may have to be developed
for new and troubling questions.

vi~to~
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The association has also involved indivi ua IS an
owners, resulting in a number of private islands
being opened for camping. Getchell though~ that .
some conflicts between users and owners might anse,
so he was cautious at the outset. "As it turns out,
there are very few complications," he says. The
owners set the ground rules (one island owner
prohibits camping until August 15 ~n deference to
nesting ospreys on his island), and In exchang~ t~e
owners get management assistance from association
members. Eighteen members travelled las~ su~er
to Elwell Island, the first privately owned Island m
the network, and removed two dozen bags of trash.
The private island owners turned out to be as
enthusiastic about the project as the boaters. All three
who opened their islands to camping last year
quickly signed up for this season as well. And
Getchell received.,ii far warmer welcome at the most
recent annual meeting of the Island Institute than at
the earlier one: Six other island owners approached
him to discuss including their islands in the network.
This year, Getchell says, at least 12 private islands
will be open to association members.
.
Besides making its voice heard among Isla.nds
users the association also hopes to be heard In
Au~sta and Washington. By getting people to the
islands, Getchell hopes to breed a proprietary interest
among visitors who will voice the!r co~cerns about
the islands to their legislators, their neighbors,
everyone. "In this day and age, if y~u d,?n't have a
constituency, you don't have anythmg. Membe~
ship in the association is expected to top 1,000 this
year.

Short of some fine tuning. the trail route has been
more or less established. Future plans call for expanding the number of side trips to the bays and
inlets along the way, including smaller island networks in Passamaquoddy Bay. Increasing the number of islands is keeping in line with association's
. emphasis on dispersed use. The number ,?f islands
that could be included in the network IS openended," Getchell says.
As that number grows, the association hopes ~o
take an even more active role in island preservation
by acquiring easements and perhaps even owning
islands outright. In this, they would perform a
similar service to that of the Nature Conservancy,
which has been acquiring Maine lands since 1956.
The major difference would be that ca":,pi~g would
be allowed on association lands; campmg IS banned
nationwide on all conservancy lands.

A new park system
Despite the association's efforts, concerns about
overuse remain.
"I don't think the trail will add to the congestion,"
says Ken Fink, who also holds Maine Island Trail
Association card number one. "But there are some
problems."
. .
For one association membership IS open to all
small boa~, including powerboats. Fink cites "potential difficulties" with power boaters who can transport large groups with large amounts of trash to the
islands with much greater speed and ease than
kayakers or sailors. "Kayakers and powerboaters
tend to look at the world differently," he says. "We
don't have to have different standards, but we seem
to." Fink is optimistiC that through peer pressure and
publicity, the low-impact ethos can spread to all
island users.
.
Drawing attention and easing access to the M~me
islands by establishing the trail is a gamble. But m
changing times, new approa.ches are ne.ooed. And by
incorporating private lands mto the tra~l netwo~k, the
Maine Island Trail is taking an innovative step m
recreation management, one that could serve as a
model for other such endeavors nationwide.
"A whole different view of public access has got to
be made," says Getchell. "What we're trying to .do
now is establish an open use rather than a restncted
type of use. It can't be just laissez-faire.any longer."

Wayne Curtis is a freelance writer who lives with his kayak
on Peaks Island.

SEA KIYAKING:
Finding a sea kaya~

.

Purchasing a sea kayak ~s an expen~l~e endeavor, though unlike a satlboat once It IS purchased the costs are low. Kayaks sold at L.L. Bean
range from $340 for a plastic Keowee (suitable
only for poking around in protected waters) all the
way up to $2,100 for an expedition kayak made of
Kevlar. Tommy's Hardware in Portland sells
plastic and fiberglass boats ranging in price from
$750 to $1,600. And Saco River Outfitters offers
plastic, fiberglass and Kevlar with prices starting
at $637 for an Aquaterra Chinook, up to $1,900 for
an Eddyline Wind Dancer.
If you decide to buy, be sure to take the boat out
on the water before writing out your check. Every
boat has its own feel : some are stable, some are
fast, none are both. Find out which you're most
comfortable with. On August 4-6, L.L. Bean hosts
the 8th Annual Sea Kayaking Symposium in
Castine, offering plenty of demo boats to sample.
To register, call 800-341-4341.
Starting on June 15, an informal. group of
kayakers will meet on Thursday ~ghts at the East
End Beach in Portland for an evemng paddle. If
you don't own a kayak but have questions, feel
free to stop by and ask. For more information,
contact Jeff Wescott at 846-0556.
Kayaks out of your budget? You can always
rent. Saco River Outfitters rents kayakS for $35 per
day, including all necessary gear. Tommy's
Hardware rents open Scupper kayakS (no spray .
skirt is used) for $30 per day including paddle and
life jacket.

Whereto go
Right in your own backyard. Casco Bay has
dozens of islands accessible by small boat. For a
guide to selected state-<>wned islands, write for the
brochure "Your Islands on the Coast" from Maine
Department of Conservation, Station 22, Augusta,
ME 04333.
.
The Maine Island Trail guide, which lists pubhc
and private islands open for camping along t~e
coast, is provided only to mem~rs ?f the Mame
Island Trail Association. The guide IS updated
annually. Membership dues are $15 for an individ~
ual, and $25 for a family. Write.: Maine Island Trail
Association, 60 Ocean St., Rockland, ME 04841.

Teaching the users
"The trail is in its infancy stage, but it will definitely have a lot of impact," says Cathy Piffath,
founder of H20utfitters, which leads kayak trips on
Casco Bay. "I'm a little concerned it. But if people join
the Maine Island Trail Association and learn what
low impact camping is all about, then I'm all for it."
Although the original plan was to develop the trail
solely as a recreational resource - a waterway equivalent of, say, Vermont's Long Trail, a long-distance
pathway that runs through the state from Massachusetts to Canada - those involved soon recognized that
it could be a much more powerful force in helping
shape the future of the Maine Coast. "We very
quickly saw that it had far greater potential as a
means of preservation of the islands," Getchell says.
The association's main goal is not to promote the
trail - in fact, the group been trying to keep a low
profile since its inception - but to spread the message
that only through low-impact, dispersed-use camping will islands remain open for public use in the
future. In effect, association members are asked to
become proselytizers to encourage kayakers, sailors,
powerboaters, and others to respect and conserve
island resources. In this, they're advocates for the
islands much as Appalachian Mountain Oub members are advocates for the White Mountains.
The Maine Island Trail Guidebook devotes nearly
as many pages on how to camp as where to camp. This
advice includes tips on how to leave the islands
spotless (e.g., build fires below the high tide mark), as
well has how to a void stressing wildlife such as
nesting birds and seal pups. The guide, which is
updated regularly with newsletter supplements, even
includes information such as where ospreys are
nesting on particular islands.

•

CBW photos{Torree Harbert

A lone kayaker paddles through the fog off Long Island In Casco Bay.
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GALLERIES
Annette and
Rob Elowitch
26 Free Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-5011

well-lighted

M-W 10-6 • Th-Sat. 10-8:30 • Sun. 11-6

MELLISSA GREENE

bunker

POTTERY
JUNE 9 -JULY 7,1989
The lizard is a master of
dealing with change. It
is known for its
adaptability and skill in
harmonizing with new
environments.
CLOSED SUNDAY, JUNE 11

Opening Reception
Friday, June 9
5-9 p_rn.

Creative
studio
space

THE

PLAINS
GALLERY'

Jay and George York share an art space with Armand Moreau.

28 Exchange Street, Portland Maine 04101
207) 774-7500

The Casco Bay Country Store,
for the convenience of our ladies
. be open on Sunday starting '
will
the second Sunday
in June from 12 • 5:30
Our collection of summer light weight cotton
sportswear, party dresses and summer suiting
has never been as lovely and exciting.
We are open 9:30 - 5:30 Mon. Ibm Sat.
SPECIALTY SHOP FOR WOMEN
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185 PARK ROW
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
"AROUND THE CORNER FROM BOWDOIN
CO lUGE, ACROSS FROM THE
BIG GREY CHURCH"

OUR COFFEE POT IS ALWAYS ON.
WE ARE AIR CONDITIONED
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Small

46 Ocean St., South Portland I
U...,d & Out~f-Prlnt Books I
Tel. 799-SAVE
We Q!!J books, too.
I
"POSSIDLY THE BEST
SECONDHAND BOOKS HOP
IN THE ENTIRE
MILLCREEK AREA OF
SOUTH PORTLAND."
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This coupon good
for $1.00 OrF
each hook of $6 or
more .
Expires - 7/1/89

WE HAVE ABOUT 16,000
BOOKS INCLUDING
IlUNDREDSOFCURRENT
AND OUT-OF-PRINT
COOKBOOKS
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Boat

Handling
A one day workshop for

novice recreational boaters.
Includes "Hands On" training on Casco Bay aboard
SMVTI's 32 foot powerboat.
Dates: June 10, 17, 24, July I, 8.
Time: 9:00am - 5:00pm
Place: SMVfI
Cost: $SO.OO

glass jewelry
necklaces, bracelets, earrings.
pins. bolo ties, fun stuff.

I first saw New York City from the back seat of
my parents' car at night. I was about 12 years old.
I looked at the thousands of lit up windows and
thought: there are lives being lived behind each of
these windows, lives far more interesting than
mine. I imagined cocktail parties, smokey rooms
where poets read out loud, intellectual discussions in hallways crammed with books.
Well,llived there-inNewYork,in Boston and
in Chicago. So I know better.
Now I live in Portland. I'm not cured, though,
of my fascination with bright lights or interesting
lives. Now I watch the Scotia Prince go by and
invent scenes behind the windows. It's part of
being a writer.
But sometimes you don' tneed to invent a thing
to make an interesting story. You just open a door.
In this case, it's the smaller door at 55 Federal St.,
not the 16-foot metal roll-up door. That's the door
they used when 55 Federal was a truck garage. It
still works; in fact George has plenty of room to
drive his VW van in to work on it.
You'll find yourself in a big open space with a
16-footceiling. There's a couch atoneend,a deer's
head on the wall, and a long table stacked with
bolts of bright nylon. You inight find George York
at the old black Singer sewing machine. Or Jay
York with his head under a black cloth, taking
photographs with a 4x5 view camera. You'd be
less likely to see Armand Moreau sincemostofhis
work is done in the dark.
A year and a h3Jf ago,Jay York realized that he
was making enough money photographing artwork to quit his job at a custom color lab and go
into business for himself. His brother George had
already been supporting himself making nylon
inflatable sculptures, but needed a larger space to
work. Moreau, also a photographer, had been
working mostly at carpentry, and decided it was
time to take his work more seriously.
All three signed a lease for 1,800 square feet of
a 6,OOO-square-foot 1920s truck garage that backs
into the hill beneath the East End Cemetery. "Actually part of our stud io if four feet undergrou nd ,"
Jay tells me in the same tone someone else might
use to describe a new redwood deck. "It keeps us
warm in the winter and cool in the summer."

All three artists have been able to meet their
share of the studio's expenses. Jay York ph~to
graphs original art for local galleries and individual artists. Armand Moreau does black and white
printing in the immaculate darkroom at the far
end of the studio. He also gives classes in black
and white printing and rents the darkroom to
other photographers. George York constructs his
inflatable sculptures for a variety of clients and
events. He's made a giant cellular phone, a 40-foot
birthday cake with candles, and beautiful canopies for restaurants. For the past seven years he's

IIOne of the
purposes of having
this space was to create a community
of artists.
People get out of
art school and they
miss the support
they had there."
-Jay York

PhotolJay York

done sculpturesor stage backdrops for the Maine
Festival.
For most of the artists, there is a difference
between the work they do to pay the rent and their
"own work." Having your own business narrows
tha t difference, but doesn't necessarily dissol ve it.
Both Jay and Armand say they're both about two
years behind in their own printing. Jay York works
in color; his subject is "family outings, barbecues
and picniC tables." Armand Moreau works in
color and black and white. His subjects are diverse, from portraits to landscapes. George York's
personal objects include functional hot air balloons and airships. At present he's at work on a
kayak. A trained architect, George likes to make
things you can get inside of.
The three men have succeeded in sharing the
space without any major conflicts. In fact, there is
something very positive going on in this garage.
Next to the door, as you enter or leave, there's a
grey Formica and chrome table covered with
announcements from local galleries, artists' cards
and brochures. There are more of the same along
the wall, along with photos and postcards.
"One of the purposes of having this space was
to create a community of artists," Jay told me.
"People get out of art school and they miss the
support they had there. A lot of people go to grad
school to continue that support. I wasn't ready to
go to grad school."
Intention and opportunity came together last
spring and the Studio Get-Togethers were born.
Jay describes a warm Friday evening when a few
friends dropped by the studio after work. Friday
night is traditionally opening night in the art
world, when people leave work and move from
gallery to gallery, socializing. Here in Portland
there may or may not be an opening, but there will
be artists and friends at 55 Federal. Recently there
have been live bands. Garage rock? Art rock?
Check it out. It's the glass door.
The lit up one.

. OMEop~~
SBreakfast ,.
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Lunch

5 Dana St., Old Port 0761-9567
open Daily 5 a_m./Sat-Sun 6 a.m.

announces the,

~ new and professional

fiJ organization molded from
the area's most legendary bands.

Spring
Point
SU.LILLl. ...);.

m
laying ... R & B, Motown,
U Sixties Classics, Swing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.
Now booking for

weddings, special events,
company and private parties_

Call: 774-4349
or 767·0873
Summer Excursion Series
"More Bay for your Buc/d"

Barbara Hill has lived in six states, but will always

41 Middle St. • Portland
774-2972
Southern Maine Vocational
Technical Institute

• Every Sunday·
Casco Bay Lines

be a member of the Woodstock Nation.

Share the Romance
at Portland'&
Great Little
Italian Restaurant

FeLl. SIZE
UIXL"RY EI\TF:HTAIi'i"El'."T

A 20 hour "Learn to Sail

Program" offered weekly ,
all summer at SMVIT.
o Individualized instruction
• New "21' keel boalS"
• Professional Instructors
• Flexi~le hours

Call SMVTI
for Information
799-7303 ext. 244

Tickets are $14 in advance,
$15 day of the show. The Tree
is at 45 Danforth St., Portland.
774-1441.
• The Atlantic Chamber
Soloists conducted by Richard
Vanstone perform a program
of Baroque music at 8 p.m. in
USM's Cortheli Concert Hall
in Gorham. The program
includes Bach's Brandenburg
Concerto No.5 and his arias
for tenor and viola with viola
obbligato, Cimarosa's Oboe
Concerto, Vivaldi's bassoon
concerto "La Notte," and a
Handel Overture. Tickets are
$8. For more information, call
839-5922.

• He's back and still intergalactic. Sun Ra & His Arkestra return to the Tree Cafe,
playing their eclectic, jazz
sounds. As Sun Ra explained,
"1 paint pictures of infinity
with my music, and that's
why a lot of people can't
understand it. .. " On top of
this, the size of Sun Ra's
band, the costumes, and the
"outer space" and intergalactic motif has given Sun Ra a
cult following. See for yourself when Stfu Ra & His
Arkestra take the stage for
two shows, 7:30 and 10 p.m.

40A LafayetteSt., Rt. 88,
• Harvey Fierstein stars in
Yarmouth. For more informa- the movie version of his Tony
tion, call 846-6306.
Award-winning play "Torch
Song Trilogy," which is
• The Portland Public
Library is kicking off its year- currently playing at The
long centennial celebration
Movies, 10 Exchange St.,
Portland. The story is about a
female impersonator in
search of a stable and loving
relationship. Today at 2:45
p.m. there will be a ~nefit
showing of "Torch Song
Trilogy" with proceeds going
to the Portland Chapter of
Amnesty International.
Tickets are $5 and are available at the door.

two-hour documentary
premiering tonight on TNT
television. The special airs
tonight at 8 p.m. and again at

11.

What's out there?

SunRa
&
His
Arkestra
play
Friday,
June 9
at the

Tree.

• Robert MacNeil of the
"MacNeil-Lehrer News
Hour" gives a reading from
his book "W ordstruck," a
memoir of growing up in
Canada and the development
of his appreciation for the
power and importance of
words. MacNeil will give a
half-hour reading beginning
at 10 a.m . at Harbour Books,

with a storyteller festival
featuring Laura Simms, one
of the leaders of the revival of
storytelling. Simms gives a
storytelling workshop this
morning from 9:30 a.m. to 12
noon. The cost of the workshop is $12 and pre-registration is required. Following
the workshop, Simms will
give a storytelling performance at 2 p.m. The performance is free, but tickets must
be obtained in advance at the
circulation desk of the library
or by calling 773-4761 ext.
418.

• Tired of disco, headbanging and techno-pop
dancing? Return to the classics with Ram Island Dance's
six-part workshop "Tango
Argentino." The workshop is
taught by Danny Trenner,
who has been studying
tangos in Buenos Aries, and
is for both partners and
singles, so you don't need a
date to attend. The workshop
• From One City Center to
will be held June 13-14, 20-21,
Moulton Street, the streets of 27-28 at 7 p.m. at Ram Island
the Old Port will be filled
Dance's studio, 25A Forest
with musicians, performers
A ve., Portland. The cost of the
and vendors selling delecseries is $50. For more infortable eats in all-paper packmation, call 781-3552.
ages. The festivities start with
• Some of the artists who
a parade down Exchange
flock to the Skowhegan
Street led by the Dixieland
School of Painting and Sculpsounds of Bellamy Jazz Band. ture each summer to paint
Performances will be happen- and teach are showing their
ing at Canal Plaza, on upper
works through August 20 at
Exchange Street (across from
the Portland Museum of Art.
Ben & Jerry's), at Fore &
Among the artists repre- .
Union Streets, Milk & Market sen ted in the exhibit are the
Streets, Moulton & Wharf
neo-expressionist painter
Streets, and Boothby Square.
Leon Golub, the "painter's
Children's activities will be
painter" John Walker, the
centered around Tommy's
drawing-oriented painter
Park. For a complete schedule Terry Winters, and Judith
of events, see the listings.
Rifka.
• The Maine State Music
Theater opens its summer
season with Lerner and
Lowe's musical "Brigadoon."
The musical fantasy is about a
magical, sleeping Scottish
town that awakens for a
• The man behind countsingle
day each year. The
less Hollywood classics, John
Huston, is the subject of a

•
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DISAGREE?
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show continues through June
25 at Pickard Theater on the
Bowdoin College campus in
Brunswick. Performances are
Tuesday-Saturday at 8 p.m.
with 2 p.m. matinees on
Wednesday, Friday and
Sunday. Tickets are $10-$20.
For more information, call
725-8769.

• The Irkutsk Chorale, a 32voice mixed chorus on tour
from the Siberian city of
Irkutsk, will perform a program of Russian classical, folk
and sacred music at 8 p .m. in
the Bates College Chapel. The
group will be making the
only Maine appearance of
their New England tour at
Bates. Tickets are $5, and $2
for students and senior citizens. For reservations, call
786-6135.

• " ... infectious melodies.
And infectious, loping
rhythms. And the sort of
subtle, stunningly descriptive
lyrics that fit the rest of a
good song like a favorite pair
of jeans fit a 40-year-old
farmer." This is a description
of songwriter Dave Mallett's
1986 record ''Vital Signs"
from a review in the Washington Post. A Maine native,
Mallett's recording career
began in 1978 and his songs
have been sung and recorded
by such artists as Arlo
Guthrie, The Irish Rovers,
John Denver and the Paul
Winter Consort. Maine's own
folksinger returns from
Nashville for a show tonight
at Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.

~

NelN' Music You've Been Waiting
For!

Watch for
Casco Bay Weekly's

RELEVANT

~EEKLV

Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

Minister and a member of the
openers.Tickets are $18.50
African National Congress,
and $16.50, reserved seating,
and are available at Ticketron, will speak on South African
women and children and
Teletron, all Strawberries
discuss the U.S. Senate's
locations and the Record
efforts to pass sanctions
Exchange in the Old Port.
against South Africa tonight
at 7:30 p.m. at the Immanuel
Baptist Church, 156 High St.,
Portland. Rev. Chabaku, who
has received several humanitarian awards for her human
rights efforts, comes to Maine
• Rev. Motlalepula Chunder
the auspices of the
abaku, an exiled South AfriMaine
Project on Southern
can United Methodist Reform
Africa. The lecture is free and
open to the public. For more
information, call 774-9833.

• Every Thursday evening
the doors of the Portland Museum of Art are open to the
public free of charge. Tonight,
there are two talks being
given as well as lots of art to
see. Painter Lisa Allen, whose
work is currently on display
as part of the "Perspectives"
series highlighting contemporary Maine art, discusses her
work in a gallery talk at 5:15
p.rn. today, and tomorrow at
12:30 p.m. Tonight at 7:30
p .m. William Kloss will give a
slide lecture "Paintings for
the President's House." Kloss
has been commissioned by
the White House Historical

CoscoBov
WRITE A LEITER
to: VIEWS

Association to write a book
on art collecting in the White
House. His slide show tonight
will focus on the impact
individuals like Dolly Madison and the Kennedys have
had on the White House
collection. For more information, call 775-6148.
• Jackson Browne makes
his only New England appearance at 7:30 p.m. in
Veteran's Memorial Park,
Manchester, N.H. David
Lindley & El Rayo-X are the

FICTION
Records, Tapes
and CDs
10 Exchange St•• Lower Level
Old Port. 773-1310

Style Council
New OrderSUbstance on Video

55

BAGDAD CAFE
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WINGS OF
DESIRE
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Face soundstage
Old Port Festival
11 :15 - 12:15
•
•
•
•
Harbor Light Cafe
June 15, Bath

•
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LI.tlng. mu.t be received by 5 pm the Thuraday prior to publication
Ann Silomer, C•• co Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102
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SILVER
SCREEN

SHADOW

from Belfaatwlth

Bad Credit
a·II·f.\iitp'

THE -WILD HEARTS
and

COONCATS

_li,li·jlt.\aN',1

p~~~:K:.:~S~~W:It~h~TH:E~M~IGHTY

nTANS

SUNDAY6/11

OWner Julia Pozzy
blends her natural
ability with an
Wlcanny intuition
and guarantees
good matches!
People in
r-MAI="~
Southern
Maine have
come to
trust her
judgement.

WE DO NOT USE:

• Computers
• Videos
• Mail-In Applications
WE DO USE:

• A Selective
Screening
Process
• Personal
Interviews
• Confidentiality

Adventure. of Baron Munchau.en is another fantasy from
Terry Gilliam, who directed the futuristic
fantasy 'Brazil." In this movie, the time
is passed. John Neville plays an 18th
century nobleman who takes a journey
to save a city under seige.
Cafe is a fabulous movie
about two women . Marianne
Sagebrecht plays a German tourist who
leaves. her husband while driving
through the Mojave desert. CCH
Pounder plays a cafe/motel owner with
her own family troubles. The two meet
up at Bagdad Cafe. Sagebrecht wants
to fit in (even if she does hate the coffee) and Pounder wants nothing to do
with the foreigner (even if she does help
out around the cafe). By the end of the
movie the women are friends and they
are happy. Although the ending is a bit
sugary, the characters' and the plot's
idiosyncrasies are truly engaging .
.recommends ...
Dead Poet. Society Robin Williams
puts down the guise of the comedian in
Peter Wei~s ('The Year of Living Dangerously- and 'Witness, latest drama
about an English teacher in a strict
boys prep school, teaching about nonconformity .
Girl. Are Ea.y A dim-witted
musical comedy that celebrates tacky
pop culture to the max. Geena Davis of
"The Accidental Tourisr fame stars as
a ditzy Valley Girl who latches onto
three sex-starved visitors from another
planet after their rocket ship makes a
wrong turn in Albuquerque and lands in
her swimming pool. A lot of highilloss
backdrops and grabber colors mark this
film , and the dialogue will ring bells with
anyone who watches TV commercials
regularly. Some of the musical numbers
are OK, but overall it's a so-so show.
Jeff Goldblum and Charles Rocket costar.
He.the,. A high-school clique made
up of girls named Heather is threatened
by a social climber named Veronica.
Teenagers play the psychopaths in this
one, rather than the victims.

See No Evil, Hear No Evil For the
third time Gene Wilder and Richard
Pryor team up, and though the chemistry between the two works and though
their talented comedians, they're saddled here with a script that isn't chock
full of imagination or imaginative characters. Wilder plays a deaf newsstand
operator, and Pryor is a blind man. Using their available senses, they witness
a murder related to industrial espionage. The obligatory chase scenes
with cops and hide-and-seek with villains ensue. There are some good
chuckles here, but not as many as
you'd expect with Pryor and Wilder.
Torch Song Trilogy is the film adaptation of Harvey Fierstein's awarcl-winning play about a lonely female impersonator looking for a stable and loving
relationship. Anne Bncroft is convincing in her role as the gay man's mother.
Wing. of Desire German director
Wim Wenders' movie is about angels
and mortality. Bruno Ganz plays an angel who falls in love with a trapeze artist
and wishes to regain his mortality.

•••

Maine Mall Cinemas
Maine Mall Road, S PDr11and
774-1022

D.IHI Po... Socl.ty IPG)

1:30, 4, 7, 9:35 (opens June 9)
st. 'flo"" II IPG-13)
11 :45, 2,4:30,7:20. 9 :40 (opens June 9)
No Holda ....... (PG-13)
1:15,3:15,5:15,7:20,9:20
" _ _ IR)
12:50, 3, 5:10, 7:25, 9:45
Field 01
(PG-13)
1 :30. 4, 7, 9:30
I I . . -...·IR)
1:30, 4.7,9:20 (through June 8)

Do_.

Indll,,,.".,,..

and the Le.t Crus .... IPGI
12:45, 3:45, 7, 9:50
PI"" e...ll8O IPG-131
1:30,4:05, 7:10. 9 :40 (lhroughJune 8)

Nickelodeon

Temple and Middle. Ponland
772-9751
(no first show Mon-Fri)
K-SIPG-131
1:35.4:15,7:10, 9:35 (through June 8)
tEarth Gtrt. Are ....Y IPGI
1 :40. 4;05, 6:45, 9:30
1 :40,4;05.7:10,9:10 lirom June 9)
Scandol (R)
1:30.4:20,7,9:20
••• No Eyll IRI
1 :45. 4:10 , 7:15. 9:25
The Adventures 0'
alH'on Munch.u.... (PG)

1 :20. 4;05. 6:50. 9:15
Rain Man IR)
1 :35, 4:15. 6 :4S, 9:30 (reopens June 9)
H ••th·'·IR)
1 :15, 4. 7:10, 9 :30 (opens June 9)

The Movies
772-9600
••ghad e.l. (PG)
June 7-11
Wed-sal a17, 9
Torch Song 'fIollogy (A)
J une 10-13
SaI·Sun BI 2:45
Sun-Tue at 7, 9 :15

Wing. 01 D.II •• (PG-13)

DATING SERVICE u.s, Route 1. Scarborough, Me 04074

J une 14·18

Wgj·SaI at 7. 9 :30
Sal-Sun at 1

Cinema City
Weslbrook Plaza
854-9116
MovIes are not scheduled at press time;
call ahead to confirm umes

R.tn ManlAI
7. 9:15.

weekend mals at 1.3:15

Every Wed Nite at Raoul's - Motown Dance Party.
June 7 Raoul's Dance Party
June 10 Private Party Falmouth (Afternoon)
June 9 WMGX Party at Monument June 10 USM Gorham (Evening)
Square noon to 1:30
Watch for Summer Cruise '89 on the Longfellow II
Sunday. June 25. 7:30 to 10pm
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 883-2802

Indiana .lone. and the Last
Crusade If you're familiar with any of
Indy's previous 'crusades, ' you 'll
probably enjoy this one too .
Rain Man Dustin Hoffman plays an
autistic adult, Raymond Babbitt, who
has inherited his father's estate. Tom
Cruise plays his brother, who has just
discovered his brother's existence and
has his eye on the inheritance. Unfortunately, Cruise's performance is just
good enough; he is diminutive in the
presence of Holtman.
Sc.nldsl John Hurt is enticing in his
role as Stephen Ward, the society doctor who introduced the lovely Christine
Keeler to the Minister of War Profumo,
which resulted in the altair that scandalized Britain's Conservative Party in
the early '60s. A fine performance by
Joanne Whalley-Kilmer as Keeler; she
plays the ambiguity of her relationships
with all the men in her life wonderfully.

_No ..yll(R)
7:15, 9:15
weekend mals at 1 :15.3:15
K-s
7, 9, weekend mats at 1. 3

".Jor L••gu.
7:15, wekend mal at 1:15
Dre8lftT• ...,

9:15. weekend mat at 3 :15

P.I_t.."
7. 9, weekend mals al 1, 3

Evening Star
Schedule subject 10 change

Tontine Mall, Brunswick
729·5486
The Adventure. of
Baron MuncMu .... CPO)
7,9:20

Prides Corner Drive·ln
Bridgton Road, Weslbrook
797-3154
Open Friday-Sunday
RoadHou . .
6:35 pm
A F.... Caned Wamt.
10:20 pm

Saco Drive·ln
Route 1, Saco
282-4366

•••

Thursday.
Shadow and Bad Credit (rock)
Gena's, 13 Brown, Portiand. 761 -2506.
The Rev (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portiand . 774-0444.
Savoy Truffle (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market, Portiand. 774-5246.
The Neatswith True Non-Believers
and Boom Shanu (rock) $5 Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portiand.774-1441,
The Whig. (rock) Marble Bar, 53 York,
Portiand. 773-5516.
Siaid Cleave. (roots/folk) Amigo's, 9
Dana St., Portiand. 772-0772.
Open Mike Night 8:30 pm, Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Picken St., S. Portiand.
767-4627.
Atlantic Chamber Solol ...
conducted by Richard Vanstone
perlorm works by Bach and Vivaldi at 8
pm in Corthell Concert Hall, USM
Gorham. Tickets are $8. For more
information, call 839-5922.

The Wild Hearts (rock) Gena's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Broken Men (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial, Portiand. 774-3550.
Siald Cleave. (roots/folk) Amigo's, 9
Dana St., Portland. 772-0772.
The Rev (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton, Portiand. 774-0444.
The White Wall. (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
.lohn Hiatt (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest,
Portland. 713~886.
Legend (rock) The BrunSwick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach_ 934-2209.
The Up.ette,. (r&b) Mikie O's, 646
Forest Ave, Portiand. 772-0005.
McCregeor McOehee Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland. 7733501 .
Lightning Ro_ (rock) Marble Bar, 53
York, Portland. 773-5516.
Hazzayd (rock) Bruno's, 33 India,
Portiand.773-353O.
Sun Ra & HI. Arke.tra (jazz) 7:30
and 10 pm at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. Tickets are $14 in
advance, $15 day of the show. 7741441.
.Iohn Mell." (iazz) Blue Moon, 425
Fore, Portland. 871-0663.
Rockln .lake and the Roller
Coa.te,. (blues) The Pound, Cape
Rd., Cape Neddick. 363-5471.
Anne Murray (pop/country) 8 pm at
the Cumberland County CiVIC Center.
Tickets are $17.50 at the box office,
Ticketron outlets or charge by phone at
800-382-8080.
Old Time Radio Oang (folk/country/
bluegrass) 8 pm, Helteman Center, St.
Joseph 's College, Windham.
Admission Is $3.50 .
Rocusauru. (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Picken St., S. Portland. 767-4627.

'0 Exchange. Ponland

883-1003

Monday.

Friday.

What's Where

Sat-Sun mat at 1

THE RED LIGHT REVUE

Bob Dylan July 15 at the Seashore
Performing Arts Center, Old Orchard
Beach. Tickets are available at the box
oltice, Ticketron and Teletron (800382-8080). For more information, call
934-1731.
Broken Men (rock)3:30pm, Dry Dock, Elvi. Co.telto Aug 16 in Veterans
84 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Park, Manchester, N.H. Tickets are
Rlgamarole (rock) 4 pm, Tree Cafe,
availabls now at Strawberries, Record
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Exchan~ and Ticketron. For more
Big Chief & the Continentals (r&b)
information call 603 627 8028
every Sunday 5-8 pm aboard c a s c o .
'
.
Bay Lines, departing from the Ferry
Terminal, Franklin and Commercial, .
Portland . For ticket information, call --""-- - -- - - - - - - 774-7871.
Tragically Hip (new music) 9:30 pm,
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441.
Pop Chronicle. (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444 .
Savoy Truffle (rock) The Pound, Cape
Rd., Cape Neddick. 363-5471 .
Mu.ic .lams Irish Jam Session 2-6 pm
Gritty McDuffs, 396 Fore, Portland.
772-2739; BluesJam Session 12~pm
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774 144 t ; Reggae Jam Session with Dani
Tribesman 7-11 pm Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773~886; Open Mike
Night at Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland.
774-1441.
From the Top Casco Bay Movers
Jazz dance performance June 8-10, 8
pm at the Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave. , Portland.
Folk NlghtAcousticJam Tree Cafe, 45
Tickets are $12 and are available atthe
Danforth, Portland . 774-1441.
PPAC box office. For more information,
Pop Chronicla. (rock) Old Port
call 871 -1013.
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774- Storytelling Fe.tival Informal
0444.
storytelling and light refreshments June
Ratt (metal) 7:30 pm, Cumberland
9, 7 pm at the Portland Public Library,
County Civic Center, Portland. Tickets
MonumentSq., Portland. Laura Simms
are $16.50/$17 .50 . For more
conducts a storytelling workshop June
information, call 775-3481 .
10, 9:30 am-12 noon the library (fee is
$12) and gives a storytelling
performance at 2 pm. Free tickets for
the performance are available at the
Symphony of Businas. Reception
circulation desk at the library or by
sponsored by the PSO Women's
calling 773-4761 ext. 418.
Committee, featuring a t 6-booth Bigfoot Stole My Wife and Other
business show, music-by The Atlantic
Storie. Mad Horse Theatre's final
Ensembles Quintet, champagne, hors
production of the season is acollection
d'oeuvres, in Cumberland Hall,Sonesta
sppofson tabloid headlines. Showtimes
Hotel, 6-9 pm . TIckets $12 per person.
Thu-Sun, through June 18, Theater of
For more information call 797-5163 or
Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. 8 pm
773-8191.
Thu-Sat, 7 pm Sun. Tickets $13/11.
bob h.rvey (reggae) Tree Cafe, 45
For ticket information call 797-3338.
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
A Funny Thing Happened on the
Portland Folk Club Summer Song
Way to the Forum Stephen
Swaps will be held the first and third
Sondheim's musical performed by the
Tuesdays in June and July at the
Actors Theatre of Maine through June
Munjoy Hill Observatory, 7:30 pm, $1
22 at The Oqunquit Square Theatre in
donation requested. Open to all,
Oqunquit. F'or reservations or more
perlormers and listeners. For more
information, call 646-5151.
information call 773-9549.
Company by Stephen Sondheim
Siaid Cleave. (roots/folk) Gritty
performed by the Portland ' Players
McDuffs, 396 Fore St., Portland. 772through June 11 at Thaxter Theater,
2739.
420 COttage Rd, S Portland. Showtimes
Magazine (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
are Fri-Sat at 8 pm Sun at 2:30 pm . For
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444 .
ticket information, call 799-7337.
Brigadoon Lernerand Lowe's musical
about a sleeping Sconish town that
awakens for a slOg Ie day each year
Billy Da.e and Kid Stiff and EI Cid
June 13-25 at the Maine State Music
(rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
Theater, Pickard Theater, Bowdoin
774-1441.
College, Brunswick. Perlormancesare
Magazine (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Tue-Sat at 8 pm with 2 pm matinees on
Moulton, Portland . 774-0444.
Wed, Fri and Sun. TIckets are $10Anni Clark (acoustic) 4-7 pm, Broad
$20. For more information, call 725Arrow Tavern, Harraseeket Inn, 162
8769.
Main St., Freeport. 865-9377.
Celebralion Barn Theater
The Look (rock) T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd, ' Storytelling , mime, magic, juggling,
Portland. 773-8040.
acrobatics, comedy', improvisation,
David Good (r&blfolk) Spring Point
dance and vaudeVIlle is performed
Cafe, 175 PickenSt. , S. Portland. 767Friday and Saturday evenings through
4627.
labor day. Friday is student
Red Light Revue (r&b) every Wed at
performance niSht. Saturday will feature
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
guest artists. Tickets are $5, $2.50 for
773~e86.
children and are available at the door.
Irkul.k Chorale 40-voice mixed
Celebration Barn is located on
chorus from Irkutsk in the USSR
Stockfarm Road, S. Paris. For more
performs a program of Russian choral
information, call 743-8452.
music at 8 pm in the Bates College American Ballet East Twofufl-length
Chapel, College St., Lewiston. Tickets
ballets, "Hansel and Gretel' and a piece
are $5/$2. For advance reservations,
inspired by the Mendelssohn Violin
call 786-6077.
Concerto, will be ~ormed June 17,7
pm at the Watervtlle Opera House and
June 24, 2 and 7 pm at City Theater,
Biddeford. Tickets are $12 and $8. For
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu:house
more information, call 878-3031 .
musicand new music; Fri:progressive Planetarium Show. Southworth
dance mix; Sat: latest dance music;
Planetarium, 96 FaJmouth St., Portland
Sun: request night; Wed: new wave(USM campus). Astronomy shows:
all ages. 773-8187.
Wednesday, F"riday and Sunday at
The Exchange Club, 33 Exchange,
7:30. Laser light shows: Wednesday
Portland. Open Wed-SUn, until 3:30
'Son of a Well -Tempered Laser"
am on Fri-Sat. 773-0300.
(classical)8:30 pm, Friday Pink Floyd's
Boogie Ba.h Alcohol and smoke-free
'Dark Side of tho" Moon' 8:30, and
dance first Friday of each month: July
Saturday 'Top 40 Show" 7:30 and Pink
7, Aug 4, 9:30 pm-12:3O am at Ram
Floyd's 'Dark Side of the Moon" 8:30.
Island Dance studio, 25A Forest Ave,
Admissionis$3foradults,$2forseniors
Portland. Admission is $3.
and children. For more information,
KI .. Club Night for singles Fridays, 8
call 780-4249.
pm althe Ramada Inn, outer Congre ss
St., Portland. 773-1688.

Sunday.

•
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June 8, 1989

Dan Waxman (acoustic) 7-11 pm,
Broad Arrow Tavem, Harraseeket Inn,
162 Main St., Freeport. 865-9377.

~

Saturday.
Ohostwalkaand The Mighty Th_.
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761 2506.
The White Wall. (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Legend (rock) The Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-2209.
The Rev (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Steve Howelt & The Wolves (rock)
Bruno's, 33 India, Portland. 773-3530.
Broken Men (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
The Up.ette,. (r&b) Mikie O's, 646
Forest Ave, Portland. 772-0005.
lightning Ro_ (rock) Marble Bar, 53
York, Portland. 773-5516.
Rockaaauru.(rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Rockln .Iaka and the Roller
Coaster. (blues) The Pound, Cape
Rd., Cape Neddick. 363-5471 .
McCregeor McGehe. Horse feathers, 193 Middle, Portland. 7733501.
The Chill Brothe,. $5 Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave ., Portland. 773-6886.
.Iohn MeJl... (jazz) Blue Moon, 425
Fore, Portland. 871-0663.
Expre•• Big band(iazz) Harborcruise
7:30-10 pm aboard'the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portiand.
Tickets are $f2.50 . For more
information, call 772-5570.
The Mighty Charge (reggae) Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland: 774-1441 .
Sialel Cleave. (roots/folk) Amigo's, 9
Dana St., Portland. 772-0772.

Raoul's

and

Ea Leavitt
Realty

thank

MAINEtST

Construction
for completing Raoul's expansion
* ahead
of schedule
* below bid
We highly recommend Maine 1st
for your important construction projects
Maine 1st e 22A Free St, e 871-1010

dancing.

upcoming.
.Iackaon Browne with David Lindley
& EI Rayo-X (rock) Veteran's Memorial
Park, Manchester, N.H. June 15,7:30.
All seats reserved, $18.50 and$16.50,
tickets available at Ticketron, Teletron,
all Strawberries locations and the
Record Exchange in the Old Port. For
more information call 603-627·8028.
Bon .Iovl postponed until June 22 at
Seashore Performi"lj Arts Center, Old
Orchard Beach. For ucket information,
call 934-1731 .
Jazz It Up Brad Terryand The Friends
of Jazz are offering a series of jazz
workshops at the Schoolhouse Arts
Center at Seballo lake beginning Aug
2. Minimum reqUirements forerYonment
are an ability to play the chromatic
scale on an instrument. All participants
are subject to approval by The Friends
of Jazz. Sessions are Wed mornings
Aug 2, 9 and 16. Fee is $75 with a nonrefundable rellistration fee of $1 O. For
more information, call 642-3743.
Eighth Annual Maine Music
Award Show features The Wicked
Good Band, Tim Sample, Red Light
Revue, Bellamy Jazz, Broken Men and
Greg Powers. Jay Leno will open the
show. July 2, 2:30 pm at Thomas Point
Beach, Brunswick.

•

FRII JUNE 9
From Saturnl W~h his

INTERGALACTIC
ARKESTRA

SUNRA
Be there for the show of the
season: pageantry, dancing
and all thaf jazz I
$14 in advance I $15 day of show
Showtimes: 7:30 & 10 p.m.

SAT/JUNE10

ONE PEOPLE

And don't forget to visit Raoul's newly
expanded Entertainment Emporium!

REGGAE DANCE SPLASH!

SUN/JUNE11

Tuesday.

Wednesday.

15

OLD PORT FESTIVAL!
BLUES JAM Noon - 4 p.m.
RIGAMAROLE 4 - 10 p.m.
and from Canada
MCA Recording Artists

THE

TRAGICALLY HIP
Ticket Info. 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775"2494

WED/JUNE14

BILLY DARE
with KID STUFF

Restaurant and Tavern

RISQUE ROCK!

Somethlngls Cooking ...
~
. ' on our patio! ~~
~. ()~
~
V&.~
.-:.-. ® Opening soon,
"-:/ .

She's super in our
cabaret seningl
w/DARIEN & HOLY BONES!

steamed lobsters,

clams and our
raw bar!

n~.
w
.'
"
G.

~ .

_ '.

. . ,: ' !: ,,'

•

• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT •

.
~
BR,OKEH
....

~mEHr

MON / JUNE 19

CRYIN' ONIONS

~'j-f-(.

Folk jam hosted

by Siaid, Manny & Darien
S.ndpi,.. r. Singles Club tor more
mature singles win hold its 16th Annual
Dinner Dance at the Shawmut Inn,
Kennebunkport, June 10, 6 pm. For
more information and reservations call
775-3650 in Portland, 985-6072 in
Kennebunk. Prospective new members
most welcome.
1989 Star Search Applications for
the Star Search talent comp'etition at
this yea(s Deering Oaks Famtly Festival
are now being accepted. The winnerof
this solovocafistcompetitionwill receive
an audition for a chance to appear on
the nationally syndicated television
show 'Star Search '89: Interested
persons may obtain applications at area
Shop-n-Save Supermarkets, and by
calling or writing the Chamber of the
Greater Portland Region , 142 Free St.,
Portland. 772-2811 .

~ORE •••

Fri & Sat June 9 & 10
Old Port Festival
Matinee June 11, 3:30pm.
Fri. & Sat. June 16 & 17 - Daughter Judy

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
~~~~~%~~!1~~F.3 84 Commercial Street
~
Portland, ME • 774-3550

COMPLIMENTARY BUFFET!

16

OIsco Bay Wukly

•••

DULL •
RELATIVES?

Old Port Festival
11 a.m.

ON~

WALL
opening.

Bring them to Just Black & White and
we'll make them sparkle again.
We can copy and
enhance your Old,
faded photographs
and make as many
enlargements as
you like.

JUS

r

We'll also process
and print all types of
black &white film.
We can convert to
black &white from
your color originals.

54 YORK STREET 761-5871

NATURAL ONLY!

The Plain. a.llery, 28 Exchange
St., Portland. Pottery by Metlissa
Greene June 9-July 7 . Opening
reception June 9, 5-9 pm. 774-7500.
O'F...... II aallery, 46 Maine St.,
Brunswick. "Figures and Landscapes,"
drawings and paintings by Gordon
Carlisle wi1l1 sculpture by Christopher
Gowell June 10-July 19. Opening
reception June 10,5-7 pm. 729-8228.
Hobs Sound aallerla. North, 58
Maine St., Brunswick. Grand opening
celebration June 10, 5-7 pm. "From the
Twenties to the Present," group show
of roster artist's new work, as well as
vintage American works of art. Hours:
Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm .
studio 132,132Washington, Portland.
Recentwork by Lisa Bonarrigo June 9II, 10am-Spm. Artist's reception June
10, 10 am-2 pm. Studio open by
appointment or chance, 772-4334.

ar.und town
Portl.nd Mu_um of Art Seven
Congress Square, Portland. Hours:
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on
Thursday evenings, 5-9_ Current
exhibits: Earth, Sea and Sky: Charles
Woodbury (through June 11); Italy Real
and Imagined: Etchings by Piranesi
and the Villa Bittricci (througn July 16);
Perspectives: Usa Allen (June 1-July
30); landscape: Looking at the Worle
Around Us (through June 7); and
"Raven's Grove a major painting by
Andrew Wr,et
(through 1989\;
Skowhegan 89 (June 13-August 20 .
775-6148.
N.ncy Margoll. aallery, 367 Fore,
Portland_ Outdoor Design "Garden
Show" with works by Mark Johnson,
ftbby Huntoonand Sharon Townshend
through June 22. 775-3822.
Right Banque C.fe, 225 Federal,
Portland_ Paintings by Natalie Brinzow
through mid-June. Hours: 11 am-4 pm.
774-3074.
antenhut a.llerle., 146 Middle St.,
Portland. Original artwork by Connie
Hayes, Ed Phales,ScottSandel, Glenn
Renell,Jake Dahmen, Margaret Babbitt
and others through June 30. Hours:
Mon-Sat 10:30am-5:30pm. 772-2693.
Barrldotf G.llerle., 26 Free St,
Portland_New sculpture by Jeff Kellar
through June 10. Works by gallery
artisls June 15-July 1. Also, 19th and
early 20th Century American art. Gallery
hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm, Sat 12
n00n-4 pm . 772-5011.
aallery 127, 127 Middle, Portland.
Recent Maine landscapes by Gina
Werlel through June 10. Hours: TueFrll0 am-6 pm,Sat 10 am-5 pm. 7733317.
D.nforth Street a.llery, 34
Danforth, Portland. Momma, an exhibit
that attempts to capture the idea, spirit
and essence of Mother, continues
through June 23. 775-1833.
Art aallery.t Six Deering, Portland.
New paintings by Frank Federico. Also,
new works in pastel by Timothy Parks
and other artists represented by the
gallery. Both exhibIts conunue tnrough
June 24. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm
during the first two weeks of the month;
by chance or appointment thereafter.
772-9605.
Sawyer Stntet Gallery, 131 Sawyer
St., S. Portland. Works by Marian Baker,
Sharon Townshend, lynn Duryea,
Abby Huntoon, Nancy Carrol and Nancy
Nevergole. Gallery hours are Sat It
am-6 pm and by appointment. 7677113.
De.n Velentg.. a.llery, 60
Hampshire St., Porlland. Recent work
by Alice Steinhardt through June 11 .
Hours: Thu 5-9 pm , Sat-Sun 1-5 pm.
772-2042.
The Artl.an., 334 Forest, Portland .
"Tabernacled," a collection of paintings,
collages and constructions by Michael
Lukachko through June 13. Employee
Art Show June 14-July 7. 772-5522.
The Devil'. Mu.lc: Portraits of
the Blue. Photographs of blues
musicians from Memphis to Chicago
by Myron Samuels at the Portland
Perlorming Arts Center, 25A Forest
Ave., Portland . Exhibit will continue
through July 9 and may be viewed
during performances at PPAC.
Stein Ola•• aallery, 20 Milk St.,
Portland, Works by Chris Heilman and
Joyce Roessler through June 15. large
blown glass and wood constructions
by Kathleen Mulcahy June 15-July 30.
772-9072.
D.S" Llllet, 468 Fore St., Portland. Color
photographs by Arthur Fink through
July. Rours: Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat
10 am-5 pm. 772-3881 .
Pine T ..e Shop and Bayvl.w
a.llery, 75 Market SI., Portland.
Exhibit of floral paintings by Nancy
Glassman, Susan Van Campen, Sean
Morrissey and others June 8-July 8.
Hours:Tue-Sat, 9:30am-5:30pm. 773-

"
h

What famous big league baseball
game was, oddly enough, decided
by a great FOOTBALL player? ..It
was one of the most unusual baseball games ever seen, ..It was played
between the Reds and Cubs on May
2, 1917 .. .It's the only
game in major league
history when BOm
starting
pitchers
pitched a no-h itter for
9
innings ... This
double no-hitter was
hurled by Fred Toney
of the Reds and Hippo
Vaughn of the Cubs...
After 9 innings of no
hits by either team,
the Reds got 2 hits and scored the
only run of the game in the top of
the 10th - and the winning run was
driven in by Jim Thorpe, who's
been called the greatest football
player of all-time.. .Thorpe was
playing big league baseball that
somer and his hit decided this unique
baseball game.

by Anheuser-Busch is naturally
brewed with no art1fidallngredlents? Anheuser-Busch is a true
house of quality,
Who was the oldest man ever to be
a world champion in boxing?...The
record was set by Arch ie
Moore who was the Iightheavyweight champion of
the world in 1961 at the
age of 48.

If you want a new ex-

citing beer experience
from Anheuser-Busch
- Try Michelob Dry One taste and you'll
drink it dry. Another
quality beer from a
qualitybecr from a quality brewer
- Anheuser·Busch.
How times have changed .. .When
one of the greatest pitchers of alltime - Bob Feller - signed his first
co ntract to play major league baseball, in 1937, his bonus for signing
was a one-dollar bill and an autographed baseball!

Didyou know cvcrybecr brewed

The Maine Audubon
Society for its annual
clean-up ofthe Fore River
sanctuary June 3.

Mexican ~estaurant
Watering
Hole
Open 4pm • 7 Days a week' Happy Hour Mon-Fri
242 S1. John S1. Union Station Plaza, Portland, Me 874-6444
From i'ortsrllllJlll lake 95 ~nh . 215 Nonh' Congress St. Ex~ - Istsel Ii lights, go ngh~ Union StaUon paza. you're there!
A

Tio Juall'S

CONCORD, N.H.

~r Margarita's

ORONO, ME.
MA. I KAUAI, HL

3007.

Procession
down Exchange Street to Fore Street
with the Benamy Jazz Band, 1I1e
Shoestring Theater, stiltwalkers and
others.

11:30 a.m.
Bellamy .Jazz Band
Dixieland jazz
Canal Plaza

Charles Brown
Organization
Latinlswinglr&b
Boothby Square

Martin Steingesser
stiltdancing
Canal Plaza

Tom Acousti
acoustic soloist
Fore & Union Sts.

High .Jinks
'uggling duo
Mou /ton & Wharf Sis.

Active Culture
reggae
Milk & Market Sis.

Congre•• Squa.. O.lIery, 594
Congress, Portland. Watercolors by
Carlton Plummer, hand-colored
photographs by David Klopfenstein and
black & white photographs by Donald
Duncan through Jury B. Hours: MonSat 10 am-5 pm. 774-3369.
Maine Potter. Market, 376 Fore
St., Portland. Earthenware for the home
by Christian Ridge Pottery June 9-23.
Hours:Sun-Wedl 0 am-6 pm, Thu-Sat
10 am-9 pm. 774-1633.
Maine National Bank, Main Lobby,
400 Congress, Portiand. Paintings by
Frieda Lundberg, through June.
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Attention USM Alumni:

RED LITE REVUE

schools+libraries

no cover. 9:30pm-???

Thoma. Memorial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth . "Down
Under," paintiAgs by Thomas Connolly
through July 7. 799-1720.
N. Yarmouth Academy, 123 Main
St, Yarmouth. New photographs by
Abraham A. Schechter through June
12.
South Portland Library, 482
Broadway, S. Portland. Drawings and
reliefs by Yvonne Janks Kellog through
July 4. 799-2204.

Saturday, June 10
Gorham Campus Dining Center
1989 USM Alumni Day/Reunion
private party. University of Southern Maine Alumni only

out.f town
The Center for The Art., 804
Washington, Bath. Marine Show June
9-July 11. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm,
Sat 12 -4 pm. 442-8455.
Maine Audubon Society, 118 U.S.
Rt. I, Falmouth. Wood sculpture by
Richard Lewis through June 30. Hours:
Mon-Sat9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm.

Surf boards
Boogie boards
Skim boards
F-2 Sail boards
TIga Sail boards
Neil Pryde Sails

12 noon
Yazi & Hansen
children's music
Tommy's Park

12:30 p.m.

H

Dave Archibald Band

Water skis
F-2 & O'Neill Wet suits
T & C Surf wear
Oakley Eyewear
Fashion T-shirts
Thule Roof racks

..

.' ." r.
. ~~'at
~

originals and covers
Canal Plaza

'

Siaid Cleaves
roots folk
Upper Exchange Street Stage

i

. .....

Other Alumni Day events include:
Alumni ASSOCiation Annual Luncheon/noon
Alumni Recital/3pm
President's Tea/4pm
Alumni Reception/5:30pm
Alu'!lni Lobsterbake ($10 per person)/6:30pm
Maine Humorist Robert Skoglund '65/8:00pm
OJ services provided by WMPG
For more information, contact Bill Park
at the USM Alumni Office, 780-4447

.

...

a University of Southern Maine

12:45p,m.
Renegades
reggae
Boothby Square

Who Knows?
folk
Fore & Union Sts.

Crazy Moonbeam
acoustic blues
Milk & market Sts.

1 p.m.
Krackerjack Theater
children's entertainment
Tommy's Park

1:30 p.m.
In Transition
funkljazz
Canal Plaza

2p,m.
Rex Fowler
folk
Boothbt Square

Tom Plrozzoll
guitar vocals
Fore & Union Sts.

Port City Allstars
swingJr&b
Milk & Market Sts.

Mooskazoo
children's entertainment
Tommy's Park

2:30p.m.

M.lne Art. Comml ••lon meeting
will be held June 9, 9 am at the
Farnsworth Museum Library, 19 Elm
St., Rockland. Agenda includes voting
on several Percent for Art Projects ani!
a discussion of the future directions of
1I1e Arts Commission. The meeting is
open to the public. For more
information, call 289-2724.
Center for Native Art is offering
three ongoing classes: Creative Arts
Therapy Group, every other Saturday,
7:30-9 pm starting June 10;AncientArt
of Papermaking lor children (ages 6
and up) and adults, June 17,1-4 pm;
and Mural Painting for children ages 6
and up June 23-25. To register or for
more Information, call 442-8399,
Gallery Talk Lisa Allen discusses her
work, which is currendy on exhibit at
the Portland Museum of Art, June 15 at
5:15 pm, and June 16 at 12:30 pm at
the museum. The talk is free with
museum admission . For more
information, call 775-6148.
Painting. for the p ...ldent'.
Hou_ William Kloss, author of an
upcoming book on fine art In the White
House, speaks June 15,7:30 pm althe
Portland Museum of Art, Congress Sq.,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
M.lne Touring Artl.ts Program
Design and Architecture has been
added in the Maine Arts Commission's
Touring Artists and Artist in Residence
Programs. Application deadline is July
1. For more information, contact the
Maine Arts Commission, State House
Station #25, Augusta, Maine 04333 or
call 289-2724.

Pinetones
Western swing
Canal Plaza

Kevin Midgley
solo blues
Upper Exchange Street Plaza

3 p_m.
Yazi & Hansen
children's entertainment
Tommy's Park

3:15 p.m.
Peter Gallway and
the Proof
folk
Boothby Square

Hickory Flat Express
clogging
Fore & Union Sts.

Savoy Truffle
dance music
Milk & Market Sis.

3:30 p.m.
Practical Cats
rocklr&blMotownlswing
Canal Plaza

Alan Tacheny
clowning
Moulton & Wharl Sts.

Lazy Mercedes
new folk
Upper Exchange Street Stage

•••

Writing Book. for Children
Workshop taught by Emily Herman
covers technical and artistic aspects of
wriling for children June 17, 10 am-3
pm at the Maine Writers Center, 190
Mason St., Brunswick. Cost is $25 for
MWPA members, $30 for nonmembers. For more information, call
729-6333.
PI.y Le.der.hlp One-day workshop
Workshop for
students and
professionals who work in day care,
recreation, hospitals, camps, school
systems, group homes and social
services June 21 at the USM Portland
Campus. Fee Is $45. Registration
deadline is June 16, For more
information, call 780-4170.
How to Put the ·Specl.l" B.ck In
Specialty Ret.lIIng Workshop on
enhancing merchandise display and
polishing sales techniques June 25, 15 pm at the Harraseeket Inn, Rt. 1.
Freeport. The workshop is led by Marcia
Feller, who hasdesigned sales training
/ programs for leading retailers and for
govemment administered prollrams.
Registration for the workshop IS $50.
Registration deadline is June 16. For
more information, call 773-6952.
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK. 10-10

* Video Rental * Compact Discs * Audio Tapes *
* Cassettes * Nintendo * Free Popcorn
in black. and

white.
144 High SI., Portland, ME 04101 (207) 772-5613 • Open Fri. until 9 / Sun. 12-5.

The Progressive Music Video Store
24 U.S. Route 1, Yarmouth, ME 04096 (207) 846-4711

Yarmouth Marketplace

BAD HABITS MUSIC WON'T COST
YOU AN ARM & A LEG.e.

1a

Casco Bay Weekly

I·

NAME
by Brenda Chandler

THAT
...

ARTIST!

"Generic Artist".
For actual visuallune
into ·Out on the Town".

Each week for six weeks Channel 24 along with
Casco Bay Weekly and WCLZ will be giving you
three clues to help you identify this masked
marauder. Unmask the identity of all six local
artists and get your entries to us in time for the
Old Port Festival on June 11. All correct entries
will be eligible for prizes galore, including the
Grand Prize, an extravagant weekend
"Out on the Town."
1 ... ,S

Clues

Wee~
l'1...~
.lUS
A"nce is hot.
.
\ but her ""
he music IS coo , mountains, she
1. T
d f moving
2 lnstea 0
n casco Bay. Vier"
. concentrates 0 "beautiful [\0
.
means
3. Her name

Tune into "Out on the Town"
for a visual clue. Portland's show case
for local artists and entertainment airs
7 p.m. weeknights 10 p.m. Tuesday &
Thursday nights.
Send your 6 guesses to: Channel 24.
For a recap of previous clues, tune in Friday nights.
P.O. Box 446 DTS, Portland, Maine 04112 or
bring them to our booth at the Old Port Festival

WCLZ
-

rift 99

CascoBav
VVEEKLY

. AM 900

Schedule
Critic's Choices
Diabolique
The Gospel According
to St. Mattbew
Persona
10 SAT
11 SUN The Edge of the World
12MON Riffifi
Dementia
13 TUE
14 WED Fantastic Planet
8THU
9 FRI

Night at the
Movies Evenings
8 THU
9 FRI
10 SAT
11 SUN
12 MON
13 TUE
14 WED

Tilltbe Clouds Roll By
The Stars look Down
Wages of Fear
Hol/ow Triumpb
Private Life of Henry Vlll
The Spanisb Gardner
The Strange Love of
Martba Ivers

MICHELOB FAMILY OF 12 PACKS
Michelob

Michelob Dry

Michelob Light

Introducing the
Toolbox

"THE SAVINGS BELONG TO YOU"
Check 12 Pack Prices at Your Favorite Store
Proudly Distributed By
National Distributors, Inc. - South Portland; Maine

Eat, drink and watch for su/fites

•
...
Maybe it was the wine
Ever come to in the morning with a close-theblinds-stay-put-in-bed-and-leave-me-be kind of
headache, but when you take stock of the night
beforeyoudon'trememberhayjnghadthatmuch
to drink: a couple of glasses of wine, that's all?
You maybe wonder whether you had a whole lot
more than you thought. But no, the wine was
cheap, not worth drinking. So maybe it' sage, you
say to yourself, face it.
What it is, more likely, is sulfites. Suifites oxides of sulphur and other sulphurous combinations - are widely used on a variety of foods to
squelch fungal and microbial growth and to
prevent discoloration. In the case of wine, su ]fites
are thrown in to stop fermentation when needed.
This is all well and good, beneficial for the
most part, except for the fact that there are a
number of people running around ou t there who
show strong sensitivity tosulfites. Thissensitivity can reveal itself any
number of ways, the
most common being a
hangover-y kind of feeling. Headaches and
flushing of the skin are
common, but more severe are such things as
hives, faintness, weakness, swelling of the
tongue, cramps, nausea,
shortness of breath,
tightness of the chest.
Worse yet can be loss of
consciousness, right in
through to anaphylactic
shock, coma, evendeath.
A million or so Americans have been diagnosed as hayjng a strong
sensitivitytosulfites,but
the actual number of
people affected is much
higher. Asthmatics are
most prone to sulfite
reactions (abou t five to
10 percent of them are
su lfite sensi ti vel but
non-asthmatics may be
also allergic to the
chemical. The numbers
are unknown.
Although the Food and Drug Administration
investigated 27 dea thssuspected of being caused
by sulfites and concluded tha t 17 of them probably were sulfite related, it has slotted sulfites in its
GRAS category, or Generally Recognized As
Safe. The FDA has also been lax about clamping
down on sulfite restrictions. Its most stringent
measure has been to require that sulphur compounds be announced on food-packaging labels,
but they're often listed undernames unrecognizable to the average consumer: sulphur dioxide,
sodium sulfite, sodium or potassium bisulfite or
meta bisulfite. And these suifites are simply inserted in the list of ingredients with no special
warning.
Although the FDA banned the use of sulfites
on fresh fruits and vegetables, suifites are still
used on grapes as a post-harvest fungicide and
pesticide. The FDA leaves it up to the grower to
make sure there is no detectable residue on the
grapes by the time they're shipped out to the
retailer. The detectable level of residue is currently set at 10 parts per million (ppm), a level
which is not necessarily safe for highly sensitive
people.
As consumers, thebestwecandois watch out
and study labels. Salad bars are often sprayed
with suifites to prevent oxidation. Restaurants
can make free with sulfites. Pizza and fast food
are particular culprits. The allowed level of sul-

fitesinshrimpis 100 ppm (set by the FDA). Dried
fruits are laden with sulfites. Some beers, some
cocktail mixes, maraschino cherries, jams, fruits
juiCes, instant mashed pota toes, seafood all have
their share.
And as for wines ... A certain amount of sulfitesare produced by wines naturally. Centuries
ago, man discovered ways to stabilize his favorite beverage by tossing i. . l a little sulphur. It
prevents spoilage and stops fermentation in its
tracks. Sweet wines jn particular are prone to
dosing with sulfites to stop the fermentation
before it converts the sugar into unacceptably
high levels of alcohol. Sulfites are also used to
control alcohol levels in wines (usually cheap)
made from unripened grapes in which sugar has
been added.
In an effort to alert the conscious consumer,
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearmshas
specified that any
wine with more than
10 ppm of sulfites
must bear the label:
"Contains sulfites."
There are a few problems with such labeling, however. Older
wines imported or
produced before this
regulation went into
effect have no label.
Thisdoesn'tnecessarily mean they're sulfite free. No wine is
completely free of
sulfites, so even relatively low-sulfite
wines tip the limit of
10 ppm and carry the
label. There's no distinguishing them by
label alone from high
sulfite wines (up to
350 ppm in the U.S.,
although most wines
run between 80 and
200 ppm).
On the bright side
of this sulfite-tarnished cloud, consciousness is being
raised all around. In Portland, both Shop 'n Save
and Shaw's have banned sulfites from theirsalad
bars. When I asked the Shop 'n Save fish department about sulfites in shrimp, I was told there is
no way to control for suifites since the shrimp
come in from all over the world and boa ts in most
countries dip their catch in a sulfite bath. The
levelofsulfitesdepcndson theindiyjdualshrimping boat. But, I was told, concerned customers
can request aquacultured shrimp, which are more
likely to have lower levels of sulfites than their
free-range brethren.
For those who want their wines close tosulfitc
free, The Whole Grocer offers a selection of organic, low-sulfite wines. R.S.v.P. also carries
many of these wines and is happy to advise
customersonthosewineslowinsulfitcs.R.5.V.P.
will special order any wine available through
Maine distributors.
The FDA is holding a "comment period"
concerning sulfites until June 19. To send in your
vote, write to FDA Document Management
Branch, Food and Drug Administration, Room 462,5600 Fishers Lane, Rockyjlle, Md., 20857.
Meanwhile, caveat emptor!

.. ...

D.monstratlon Against Icelandic
Whaling Greenpeace and Casco Bay
Greens will hold a second
demonstration against Icelandic
Whaling June 12, 12 noon-l pm at the
Burger King at 22 Monument Square.
The demonstration is in support of a
boycott of lcelancic fish exports to the
United States and is part of a national
day of protest against Icelandic whaling
organized by Greenpeace. For more
information, call 772-5581.
Maine Animal Sanctuary Monthly
meetin\l June 13, 7:30 pm at Clark
Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave,
Westbrook. For more information, call
Edith Estes at 773-5054.
South Africa Modalepula Chabaku,
exiled United Methodist Reform
Minister and member of the African
National Congress, will speak on South
African women and children and
discuss the U.S. Senate's efforts to
pass sanctions against South Africa
June 16, 7:30 pm at the Immanuel
Baptist Church, 156 High St., Portland.
Free and open 10 the public. For more
information, call 774-9833 .
Maine P_ple'. Alliance helps
citizens have a voice in environmental
and consumer decisions thalaffect their
lives. The group is looking for a
volunteer to work in their offices, to do
data entry, answerthe phone and assist
with .general clerical work. Specific
research and support projecls will be
arranged in the future to sUlttheabilities
and interests olthe volunteer. For more
information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Vi.ion 2000 Community meetings are
as follows : June 14. North Yarmouth
Academy, 123 Main St., Yarmouth;
and June 15, Lakes Region High
School, Rt. 302 Naples. Air meetings
run from 7-9 :30 pm. For more
information, call 773-8655

Oe"lng Un.tuck Workshop offered
June 17 by Pamela Chubbuck,
Yarmouth Professional Arts Building,
37 U.S. Rt. 1, Yarmouth. For more
information, call 846-0800.
Southem MalneA ..aAg_cyon
Aging is looking for a volunteer to
deliver meals to shut-ins on Tuesdays,
11 am-12 noon. Round trip involves
driving for 15 to 20 miles and volunteer
will be reimbursed 22 cents per mile.
For more information, call the Center
for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Retired Senior Citizen Program
can match up any person 60 or older
with a volunteer job of hislher own
choosing. For more information, call
Priscilla Greene at RSVP, 775-8503.
Mountain Art. Summer Ballet
Residencyisaprogram for Maine dance
instructors July 11-12 at Sugarloaf!
USA, Carrabassett Valley. The program
fee is $30 per day. Registration deadline
is June 10. For more information, call
237-3505.
A.R.T.S. Anonymou. Weekly 12-step
supportljroup to help artists surrender
to creatiVity and help each other achieve
artistic freedom Saturdays, lOam at
Walker Memorial Library in Westbrook.
For more information, call Peg at 8541493.
'
Depre •• lon
and
Manic
Dep. . . .lon Anonymou. Support
and information group meets Mondays
7pmatWiliistonWestChurch,Thomas
St., Portland. Donations accepted. For
more information, call 874-0800.
Young Fathers Program at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
a support group for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
are held on the second Tuesday of
each month. For more informalion, call
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221.
T_n and Young Adult Clinic at
Maine Medical Center, Mondays 4-8
pm. Appointments are requested, but
walk-ins are welcome. For people age s
13-21. For appointments or more
information, call 871-2763.
Tran.upport is a non-profit, nonsexual, SOCial and educanonal peer
support group for transsexuals,
crossdressers, their families, friends
and people interested in gender issues.
Meetings are held every other Sunday
at6 pm. For more information, call 8543528 or write to Transupport, P.O. Box
17622, Portland 04101.
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (filth floor), Portland,listsmany
support groups around Pordand for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more inlormation,
call 774-6877.

•
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Free FI.hlng Seminar Dave Poirier
will conduct the seminar emphasis on
techniques and equipment June 13,69 pm at the Sebago Trading Post, RI.
302, N. Windham. For more
information, call 892-6315.
Portland
Area
Volleyball
Enthu.la.ts (PAVE) Cooed
fundraising tournament for Baxter
School for the Deaf and PAVE June 17
at Baxter School in Falmouth.
Recreational, intermediate and
advanced divisions. For more
information contact John Razsaat6574075 or Rick Creswell at 774-1027. In
conju nction with the tournament PAVE
will sponsor an officiating clinic for
everyone interested in basic offiCiating
skills. For more information, contact
Mary Lou at 767-5725.
Phy.lcal Fltne.. for Summer
Camp. USM's Lifeline Center is
offering a one-day workshop designed
for professionals working in residential
summer camps, day camps, private
and muniCipal recreation programs. Its
objective IS to prOVide current
information and skills for developing
safe and enjoyable activities that
enhance the fitness of young campers.
Workshop offered June 17 on the USM
Portland Campus. Fee i5 $40.
Registration deadline is June 9. For
more information, call 780-4170.
Advanced Weight Training and
Conditioning Six-week session for
high school athleles ages 15-1 begins
Monday, July 10. Classes will be held
Mon, Wed, and Fri, 10:30 am-12 noon.
Fee is $85. Registration deadline is
June 29. For more information, call
Lifeline at 780 -4170.
Bike Maintenance & Safety
Check Clinic. Trouble spots and
preventive maintenance are the topics
at these clinics held every Saturday
morning through June 24, 9-10 am, at
the L.L. Bean Retail Store, Freeport.

a
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Open Seven Days A Week!

64 Maine Street, Brunswick, ME 729-0546

Q:
WHAT MAKES US THE MOST
POPULAR GIFT AND CLOTHING
STORE IN MIDCOAST MAINE
ESPRIT •
M&f CIRBAUO • AXIS·
PUTUMAYO. PART TWO. KfKIT •
URBAN OUTfiTTERS. CANAL JEAN CO
WILLI WEAR. ~ STREET LIFE •
HANOBLOCK •
FRENCH CONNECTION.
PANOAMoNIUM •
WEBEBop·
KIKo SILKS·
SWATCH·
OUTBACK· NO
SAINT· TRIANGLt ."IMMY Z •

.....

Brenda Chandler doesn 'I USUAlly need long excuses for
hangovers.
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-A:
Adult Health Screenlngfordiabetes, Pizza Rlde.Casco Bay Bicycle Club is
anemia, colorectal cancer and high
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle
blood pressure, sponsored by
ndes. Meet at 6 pm at Pat's Pizza, Rt.
Community Health Services,lnc. June
I , Oak Hill , Scarborough. Rides are
8: Salvation Army, Cumberland Ave,
10-20 miles; pizza after. For more
Portland, 10 am-noon; June 13: Oak
information call Keith at 799-1 085.
LeafTerrace, Freeport, 9:30-11 :3Oam. Low Tide Walk The Gulf of Maine
For more information call 775-7231 ext
Aquarium w ill lead a walk to closely
551 or 1-800-643-4331.
examine marine animals and plants
Portland Sufi Order Free public
June 10, 10-11 am at Kettle Cove
classes Sunday evenings, 6:30-8 pm,
Cape Elizabeth. The walk is free for
at 232 St. John's St., Portland. (Front
museum members, $3 per person for
door of building is locked; use back
non-members (free for children under
door.)June 11, Concentrating on Light.
5). Reservationsare required; call 772For more information, call 657-2605.
2321.
Opening the Heart Meditation is a Bird Walk. Maine Audubon Society
way of developing basic friendship
offers free bird watching walks
toward oneself and others and creati ng
Saturdays throuljh June 24. All walks
harmony and compassion in daily life.
begin at 7 am, rain or shine. The June
Instructor Carroll Dunn, five Tuesday
10 walk is at Mackworth Island &
sessions beginning June 13, 7:15pm ,
Gilsland Farm. June 17 walk is at
Yarmouth. For more information call
Scarborough Marsh. For more
846'()764.
informalion, call Phyllus Fan at 781 Tango Argentino Tango workshop
2330.
for partners and singles taught by Ultfmate Whale Watch sponsored
Danny Trenner June 13-14, 20-21,27by USM's Dept. of Community
28 at Ram Island Dance, 25A Forest
Proljrams, leaves Hilton's Fishing
Ave., Portland. Series cost $50. For
Parties Dock in Newburyport, Mass.,
more information, call 781-3552.
on June 11. Trip leaders are Scott
Health Behavior and Public Policy
Mercer, director of New England Whale
Bingham Consortium for Health
Walch, and Time DielZ, authorof·Tales
Research Seminar Series June 15,
of Whales· and other books. Cost is
4:30-8 pm at the Dana Cenler, Maine
$22 per adult and $17 for children
Medical Cenler. Free and open 10 the
under 16. For more information call
public. For more information, call 780'
874-1015.
4540.
Canoeing and Kayaking for
Youth Phy.ical Fltne.. in a
Women New Routes will be offering
Summer Camp Setting USM
the follOwing trips for women during the
Lifeline Center workshop is an all-day
month of June. Pre-registration is
event designed for professionals
requ ired on all trips : J.une 11 Sea
working in residential summer camps,
kayak day trip in Harpswell ; June 16day c~ mps, private and municipal
18, Sea kayaking cli nic on the New
recrea tion programs. Objective is to
Meadows River ; June 19, Full moon
proVide current Information and skills
paddlin!i/ trip in Harpswell. For
for . d.:weloping safe and enjoyable
registration information, call 729- 7900
activilies. June 17, USM Portland Appalachian Mountain Club Field
campus, registration deadline June 9
course s and trips: Spring in the
$40 fee . For more information call 780:
Mountains hiking and exploring. June
4170.
17-18 and 24-25; Land Above the
Pa . . nt. Anonymou. Volunteers are
Tre~s, mountain ecology, June 18-23;
needed as group facilitators for Parents
Beginner Backpacking and Camping,
Anonymous, a weekly self-help group
June 30-July 2; Lands and Legends of
for abuSive or potentially abusive
the White Mountains, mountain history
parents. Volunteers will be called upon
and folklore, June 30-July 2. For more
to attend two-hour meetings and be
informaIion or 10 register, call 603-466 available for phone calls outside of
2727.
group. To be qualified for this position Ca.co Bay Bicycle Club York
you need an understanding of family
County bike shop owners will discuss
Interaction, child development and the
road and mountain bike routes in their
underlying causes of child abuse. For
county June 20, 7 pm at the Public
more Information, call the Center for
Safety Building, Middle St., Portland.
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
For more information, call774-11180r
829-4402.

youth
En.emble.
Portland
Symphony Orchestra's three youth
ensembles - Young People's String
Consort, Youth Wind Ensemble and
the Youth Symphony Orchestra - will
hold auditions June 7-9 at Deering
High School, Portland. Auditions for
woodwinds will be held June 7, 2:30-5
pm and June 9, 2:30-4 pm. Brass
Instruments audition June 7, 6-8 pm
and June 9, 2:30-4 pm. Percussion,
keyboard and harpists auditions June
7, 8-9 pm and June 9, 2:30-4 pm. String
players audition June 8: violins, 2-5
pm; cellos, 6-8 pm; violas and basses
8-9 pm . Musicians will be expected to
playa five-minute piece of their own
choosing as well as sight read a piece
chosen by the conductor. To book a
rehearsal time, caU Susan Danforth at
778-6128.
Bug Picture. Workshop for children
ages 3-5 June 8,13-15,10 am and I
pm at the Children'S Resource Center,
741 Stevens Ave., Portland. Cost is$1
per child. To register, call 797-0525 .
Ca.co Bay Monte ••orl School
Spring FairBooksale, games,prizes,
bake sale, fun for children ages 3-7
June 13, noon-3 pm, 440 Ocean St,
Portland. For more information call 7992400 .
Pal Time Story and a movie for kids
ages 5-8 Tuesdays, 11 am -12 noon
June 27-Aug 1 althe S. Portland Public
Library, 482 Broadway, S. Portland.
Sign-up is June 13. For more
information, call 799 -2204 .
Castle Making Wori<shop Workshop
for children ages 6 and upJune 14and
21, 3:30-4 :30 pm at the Children's
Resource Center, 741 Stevens Ave .,
Portland. Cost is $1 per child. To
register, call 797-0525.
Moonwalk Exhibit celebrates the 20th
anniversary of America' s first moonwalk
through June 30 at One Monument
Way, Portland (enter 11 · 13 Free St. ).
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am -5 pm; Sun 11
am -4 pm. Admission is $2 .50 per
person ; children under 2, free.
Admission price includes admission to
the Children's Museum .
Storie. for Kids Riverton Branch
Library (797-2915) : Fri . 10:30 am '
Scarborough Public Library (883 -4 723)~
Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm (3 -5 year
ol~s) and Tue,.6 :30
(5-6 yearolds);
Pnnce MemOrial
Cumberland
(829-3180) :
(2-3 year
olds) ; Thu, 10:30
year olds).

THE
COMPANIES
WE KEEP
THI~

-:------
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Great Atlantic Travel

QUEBEC

SUMMER FESTIVAL

• Two nights, Chateau Frontenac
• Sunday Brunch, Chateau Frontenac
• Motorcoach transportation
from Portland
• Sightseeing, and more!
FestiVal features outdoor concerts
street entertainers, and lots of fun'!

S

Back to The Basics.
Honest Food.
Honest Prices.

July 14 - 16
(Fri - Sun)
$229 / person
(twin basis)

Call 797-8688

for reservations
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BUY • SELL • TRADE
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animals
antiques
aucbons
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
busmess opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

Trading
Co. Inc.

Congress Street, Portland

by Mike Quinn

~3!32_

Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos· TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
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4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

UWe

LOWER EXCHANGE gTREET

BUY • SELL • TRADE
~c··;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~· D
9:
~~
46 Market Street, Portland. 774-5246
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Marie's
in the
Kitchen ...

e.
.0
j~~==~==================a
CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II

,

NARRATED EXCURSIONS DEPARTING 8
TIMES DAILY FROM LONG WHARF
1:30 to 3:00
Lighthouse and
Shipwreck Cruise

12:05 to 12:55
3:30 to 5:00 .
Lunchtime Harbor
Naturalist Cruise
Cruise
5:30 to 7:00
Portland Headlight
Cruise

Sunset & Harborlight Cruise
Saturday, June 10, 7:30-10 p.m.

EXPRESS
BIG BAND

One Long Wharf· Portland· 774-3578
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ROOMMATE to share
spacious Spruce st. apt.
with small yard, parking and
storage space. I'm a chemfree, responsible, altemative
lifestyle,
progressive
fun/serious artist. $275 plus
112 utilities. Security deposit. Available July 1. 7721967 (leave message)

Please call 797-0223 Spectrum Inc.

- -....

..
,

Spacious, quaint, one-bedroom apartments
loca ted in the heart of the Old Port.
Available in mid June. These apartments
have wall to wall carpeting, fully applianced
kitchens and intercom security systems, Rent
is $475 plus utilities. Call Spectrum Inc,
at 797-0223 - weekday mornings 8-12

:.,-~

.. !-.-........:' • .,... .'"
.. ... .
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Look for our new menu in June.

10 am to 11:30
Lobster Fisheries and
Island History Cruise

.'

~

She's working on a new
summer menu & needs
you to try it out!

ROOMMATE wanted, MlF,
with sense of humor, responsible, non-smoker, no
drugs. Share house in Cumberland with yard, deck,
WID, storage. $213 per
month plus 1/4 utilities plus
security.
829-4124
evenings.

OLD PORT ARMS

buy anything worth buying"

S~I!!:~rlnk!s!o!ngan~s

home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

,

'.

The omnipresent sports pop

204 SPRING ST. Spacious modern one bedroom
apt. Recently redecorated.
WWC , large kitchen , fully
applianced, laundry facility.
private entrance. Apt. has an
extra room which could be
used for a sewing room or
study. Call Spectrum Inc.
weekday mornings at 7970223.

SOUTH PTLD. sunny ,
spacious four room apt. ,
washer/dryer hookup, storage, off street parlling, g'arden space . $500 per month
plus utilities . 767-5322 .
Available July 1.

ROOMMATE WANTED
male 30-35, responsible to
share a two bedroom,l 1/2
bath apt. in Scarborough .
Sun deck, parking, WI D
hookup, WW carpet. $282
plus utilities. Call 883-5870

AVOID "Sunday Classified
Clutter". Call the CBW ClasSIfied Hotline: 775-6601 .

GM Quiet, professional,
reliable wants to share
house
or
apt.
in
Portland,seacoast area. No
drugs. Looking for stable
friendship type environment.
CBW Box 29S

Dear Dad:
You may be wondering why you're the star of
a sports column in Portland, Maine. The answer
is really quite simple. Everyone up here either
has or had a father.
And Father's Day is coming up next week. I
know your accomplishments as a dedicated father of eight encouraging his sons and daughters
to play sports would have great inspirational
value to budding fathers around these part.s .
Also, if I wait till next week, my card will be
hopelessly late as usual.
For years I was convinced· that Dick Quinn
was a mild-mannered reporter for the Daily
Planet. It mystified me to no end how you could
beateveryone'ssportingeventssimultaneously.
Many a day you were at my baseball game,
Cathy's tennis match, Ed's roller skating competition and Colleen's bike ride - all of which
started at 2 p.m., miles apart from each other!
Don't tell me the secret now, because not knowing is more fun.
The fact is you were always there sitting in
your fold-up green-and-whi te frayed la wn chair.
I suppose a lot of fathers in Portland and other
towns are there for their kids' games too. Bu t you
showed every single time. Joe Dimaggio hit in56
straight games. Lou Gehrig played in 2130 consecutive. Theyaremorecelebrated I suppose, but
you area far greater superstar for attending5630
of your kids' sporting events on grass, wood, cement, ice, clay, linoleum, and astroturf without a
miss. lhavealreadymissed 11 of my kids' games,
and they're young. I hope I can still get toheaven,
even if not in your division.
Your perfect lifetime attendance record has
not totally gone unrecognized. You have been
given enough "fan of the year" trophies to melt
down into a naval cruiser. They are currently
shoved up into the deep recess of the attic crawl
space, almost like you didn't want anyone to
know, Well, I'd like everyone to know,
Oh, there were rough times, too, Once at age
17 I "borrowed" the family car without permission to drive 400 miles to Madison Square Garden to watch the Knicks play the Celtics, I remember two things about that historic trip: (1)
Walt Frazier sank a jumper from the comer to

beat the Celts by one and (2) I was grounded for
the mid-70s. Fair is fair.
I do remember the first professional baseball
game, You threw Ed, Steve and yours truly into
the station wagon and headed for Cleveland
municipal stadium (many years before themovie
"Major League"). There were a lot of fathers at
thatrain-delayed gamein 1964 but to my knowledge you were the only one who had twins fall
asleep on his lap as you kept score, ate hot dogs,
drank a beer, and patiently explained to me why
Tony Oliva always threw his batinto the outfield.
In case you've forgotten (and I doubt that) Oliva's incredible ninth inning throw from deep
right to the plate won the game for Minnesota 32. Then we had to hustle home for Mary's FatherDaughter Brownie Bowling Tournament.
Perhaps the greatest thing you taught all of us
kids about being a great sports father is the
absolute reverence we better have for our great
sports mother, who was often in the backgro und
but even more important. You attended all these
ga mes because she dressed all the players and
then taught the little ones in the minors how to
eat, walk, run, throw - the indispensable stuff
like that. Yes, sir, itwas made very clear to us that
if we hurt Mom in any way we got benched until
further no tice.
From the time you pushed my baby stroller in
Albany over to the little league gamesrightup to
watching me drop punts in high school, rain or
shine, yourcommitmentto supportingmysports
aspirations has never waivered. Until now, I
don' t believe I ever said thank you,
Thank you for everything Dad, and happy
Father's Day.
Someday, when Dick Quinn has gone up to
the Supreme Commissioner and has been named
the patron saint of Little League, I'll read this
column again and realize that all along you were
the real writer. With effortless grace and unselfish virtue, you wrote the classic book on fatherhood, right in the middle of a million kids' sportingevents,
Mike Quinn has already requested the sole rights to his
father'sgreen-and-white /aWTl chair.

FEMALE ROOMMATE
needed July 1 to share gloriously, sunny, two bedroom
apt. in West End Portland.
$200 per month plus utilities.
Looking for someone who is
stable, non- smoking, petless and good-humored. Call
Wes or leave message at
775-5016

MAC SE with 20MB built in
hard drive. Includes keyboard and hypercard. Brand
new, still in the box. Must sell
$3000 (below cost). Call 871 B964

LONG ISLAND hand-made
punt for sale. Very tight. Excellent condition. Used only
three times. 10ft. long. $500.
Call Jane evenings 773-0446

KOMFORT 24' Travel
Trailer, 1983. One owner,
well-maintained . Fully
equipped and extremely
clean. Asking $7500.00. Call
HOUSEMATE WANTED: 729-4260 after 5pm.
Clean, neat and quiet to
share large apt. with M/F, ' NEW ATARI 520 ST
Woodford's area. $150 se- computer with color monitor
curity deposit. $240 per and printer. Complete with
month including utilities. Call two word processing programs. $1200. Easy to use.
after6pm 772-7015
Call 683-3919

NEED FURNITURE? Why
not rent with option to buy.
TVs, furniture and appliances from Rent-A-$et. Elm
st. Topsham, ME. 7~7

LYNDA BARRY and
'Emie Pook Comeek Fans',
now is the time to get on our
mailing list. We carry all the
books, T-shirts, and posters
created by Lynda Barry.
Send your name and
address to : Mad Poodle, Box
RESPONSIBLE college FOR SALE: 15 inch 99093-CB, Seattle WA. ,
aged young man (non- screen, RCA color TV. $100 . 98f99-OO93
smoker) would like to share . Call 761-7029
apt. or rent room in your
home. I work full time. My
family is moving and I would
like to stay in the Portland
area . Call Eric 772-0752 ,
HELP WANTED 2 partPART·TIME PICTURE
evenings
time positions. Knowledge of framer needed. Ambitious
natural foods preferred . and efficient. Some experiCONSIDERATE, respon - Morning Glory Natural Foods. ence helpful. Hours negosible male seeking a quiet. Brunswick - contact Susan tiable. Appt. only. 774-2088
peaceful living space. Mar- 729-0546
cus 767-464 1

LAKEFRONT year-round
house. Convenient to Portland or UA. Two plus bedrooms , glorious views , great
swimming , boating, x-coun try skiing, and hiking. Priced
low at $122,000. Owner seiling. No agents . Marc at 8296513
DESIGN CONCEPTS Co .
State wide personal design
consultants for new home
construction . Currently has
for sale, new 2,500 sq. ft.
hand crafted mahogany contemporary home in nice
country neighborhood. Just
20 miles to coast, commute
to the Augusta/Waterville
area (207) 426-9118

ACTIVISTS: Are you
concerned about the political
environment in Maine? Join
the Maine People's Alliance
TWO SWF'S, mid 20s,
in our fight for environmental
looking for roommate for third
bedroom in what's been FOUND SOMETHING? A and consumer protection!
called the best apt. in town . pet? An obviously lost be- Hours 2-10pm . Training and
Phenomenal views , sunny , longing? Eam your good cit- benefits. Call Laurie 761spacious. Available July 1. izenship honors by placing a 4400
Morning St. $275. Call 671 - classified in CBW. 'Found' IT'S HERE! House of
1535
items are listed FREE as a Lloyd's Super Party Plan .
Now hiring demonstrators to
public service.
show the latest in fashion .
home decor, toys, and xmas items. Work own hours
from your home. Free $300
kit and training . No
collecting, delivering or
-"<,---...... investment. Also booking

ImLIIII

saling

CLASSIAED POUCY

SAIL INSTRUCTION and MARINE STUDIES

For BmchlJre .md Intorn Mtio n:

Capt. M ichael P. O'Connor
THE COASTING NATU RALI ST

Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free as a public service . DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwili
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content. CBWwili not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in
their ad our use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco
Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate con tent, etc. CBWshall not be liable forerro," of
omissions in , or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert oc-

DIMi llo's M O't rina, Long Wharf
P.O, Box 7572 • Portl and . ME 0411 2
12071 772·8886

0

Policy before
complelelng his
form. Write legibly
or type, and use
additional paper
if necessary.

THE HOLISTIC MUSIC
Studio.
Voice,
piano
lessons, children and adults .
Suzuki piano. Adult beginners (or restarters) encouraged. Discover the musician
within . Summer music reading classes forming . 7738250

SHAPE UP - Personalized
fitness programs designed
for your special needs. We
cater to the occasional
walker, to the dedicated
athlete , making exercise
enjoyable and fun. Call
Alternative Recreation
Unlimited at 774-9166

ROUND TRIP United Airline ticket 'anywhere in USA"
$225. Travel must be completed by June 26. Call 7721967 (leave message) for
details.

notices
Gay? L••bi••?

Join thou&Onds of I.Jbion. and gay
~n in Moin •. Subscribe to OUr
Paper. For fr.. 5OI'IIpi. and .ub.
scripl,ion jn~ (moiled fn a
plain enwlOP-I writ. 10:

•
P.O. Box 10744
~
Portlond, MaiM

Our P _ D.pl. Z

like Casco Bay Weekly?
Free Wednesday afternoon/evening?
We need help delivering our
papers. About 4 hours on
Wednesday. Interested?
Call 883-0155 and leave message.

~1~
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the caw
CI...sified

EMPLOYERS There is a
less espensive altemative.
Advertise your openings in
Casco Bay Weekly. The
response you gel may
surprise you!

CmCULATION

ALONG COASTAL MAINE

'~-

BUSINESS MANAGER
for monthly news paper. Duties : Bookkeeping , mailing
list maintenance, finances,
and billing. Access to computer necessary. About ten
hours per week. Work at
home. Apply to Maine Progressive, 21 McKeen SI.,
Brunswick 04011 by July 25

rPa_rt_e_s._79_7_-6_39_7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,

"The Gastlng Naturalist

CLASSIFIEDS THAT
WORK . That's what you get
in Casco Bay Weekly.

musIc

emp oyment

L(f;c.Iillr;~if.'l~11

SUMMER RENTAL Comfortable two bedroom cottage, all conveniences, fully
furnished , quiet woods , private dock, safe swimming .
July and August. $500 per
week ; June and September
$300 per week. (207) 7750343

BALLROOM dancing : experience the romance of
partner dancing . Summer
classes begin June 14 at 616
Congress St. Call 775-1892
for more information.

If you derive regular income

b'
f
from me su jects(s) 0 your
Classified Ads(sl please
use the business rate .
And thank you for
choosing Casco Bay Weekly

All charges are per week
Individual
Business
d
$5 00
$7 00
Up to 30 wor s
•
,
31-45 words
700
900
• •
46-60 words
9.00
11.00
Each Add'l word
.15
.21
CBW Box Service
3.00
5,00

MESSAGE: _____________________________________

-:

Portland, Maine 04102
Not for publication: We need the following inlormation
to print your ad . It will be held in stricl confidence.
NAME ______________________________
ADDRESS _ _________________________
CITY _______________________________
STATE __________ ZIP CODE _____________
DAYTIME PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PAYMENT:

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _

L_c_ur_re_d_._C
__
la_sS_if_ied_a_d_S_a_re_no_t_r_
ef_U_nda_b_le_'--l , ____

________________ TOTAL WORDS : _ __

BASIC RATE (from above)
+ ____ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _

Check _ _

_

Money Order ____

Mastercard _ __

Visa ____

Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __
¢

EACH

CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN

+----

Expiration Date

+-----x _ _ __

~~~A~ ~~~L~~~D___________________________________-_..._-_-_-_..II_-_..._.._..._.._.._~_.._
..._.._..._.._~_.._..._.._~_~_~_'

---
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biz services
PLUMBING and heating
repairs, service, installation,
renovations, new additions,
commercial and residential.
Free estimates. Reasonable
rates. Master plumber. Insured . Ouellette's Plumbing
and Heating. 797-4859.

...

COLLEGE STUDENT wilh
truck available to do odd
jobs. Very handy and can fix
most anything . Excellent
references. Call anytime ,
night or day. 797-7126
THE ORIGINAL PET
Nanny. Professional pet care
in your home since 1986.
Knowledge of medical and
behavioral problems. Individual loving attention . Insured and references. 7674197

chid

bod & soul

PLU M B-1 T. Greene's
Plumbing and Heating. Free
estimates, fully licensed and CASCO BAY Montessori
insured. 892-4971 or 774- School summer programs
4333
featuring arts , nature and
dance. Five consecutive 2
PRECISION PAINTING week sessions 6/19 lhrough
by CassoTrim and windows , 8/25. For information call
intricate work, paint and 799-2400
stain, wood finishing, com - EXPERIENCED part-time
plete homes. References babysitter needed in my
786-0071
Portland home. Responsible
non-smoker with own transFORMER Accountant for 2 portation preferred. Referlarge Maine corporations, ences. Call 774-9217
now specializing in tax, will
do your business/individual WANTED: A mature rereturn at reasonable rates . sponsible person to care for
Top quality and warrantied. our lhree very well behaved
Computerized bookkeeping children ages 3, 6 and 9 in
and accounting also offered. our East Deering home.
Call 797-4510
Monday thru Friday, 8:30 10
5:30. Please call Frank or
REPAIR your credit rating I Denise at 761-1923
Send $5 for guaranteed reo
port to Total Financial Success Publications, PO Box
6486 Portland, ME 04102

WORKSHOP: In Core Energetics : Anger, Aggression
and Grounding. Is anger
frightening? Too much? Too
little? Grow up in a family
where anger wasn 't allowed
or displayed in a frightening
way? Frustrated? Depressed? Join us! June 17
Pam Chubbuck is an expert
on working with these issues. 846-oaOO

I ~14 ti·];1 (.• ~14 tl']; _

INNOVATIVE and com passionate therapist offers
ongoing individual and astrological
counseling ,
dreamwork and psycholherapeutic bodywork. I work
holisticly, creatively, sensitively to facilitate growth and
healing. Deborah Vallance
R.N., M.S. Ed. 775-1230 .
Please leave message.

MASSAGE THERAPY
DYNAMICS OF JOY Experience significant musLove, Eros and Sexuality. An cular release with licensed
experiential Core Energetic practitioner, Stu Phillips.
workshop. July 22 and 23 Applied techniques reveal
with Pam ChUbbuck 846- calmness underneath bound
0800
energy and pain . 1.5 hour
sessions. 666-3830

on •• rth •• It I. In

ner receives two movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
WHOAA!!! Quick, before the ravages of
aging takes its toll on this tall, slender, blueeyed, soon to be 39 DWF! But for the
present this lovely woman of subslance is
not going to bemoan her age for there is
always ... Retin A! So don't look any further,
that tS if you are a profesSional, intelligent,
dynamic male (will consider all other live
alternatives). CBW Box 293

heaven a full moon candlelight vigil in loving support of DWINELL AND HALL
our mother earth and all her workshops - JOURNEY
inhabitants. monday 19 june INTO
SOULMAKING
HAIL MARY TYPING
1989 at the hour of nine. ·aulhenticity and vocation·,
"you hovo placed on ad In the Co9co Boy _Iy per"""lI. your
Service. Don't ·pass· this
baxter cove, portland, maine non-residential: June 24 and
ad laout_atlca/I, .. t«eeI in th PERSONAL OFTHE WEEK cont ...
fOf' thItYf_. We •• looking for ads that •• a.'Ye, winy-and fun .
up!! Will type your resumes,
(Soccer field parallel to route 25 call: (207) 799-1024 .
Winner. will rllClllve thlir tickets In the mall .
te,," papers, law briefs, per295 south) . bring candles, Residential: August 25, 26
sonalized multiple letters,
children and friends. one 01 and 27 call (603) 253-4366
hearta 1 post office box
Engineering reports, plays FINE ART MURALS and
SWM LOOK INC for a
15143, portland, maine
and scripts. I type nearly canvases painted in oil, by
SWF to share the outdoors TIGER a twice Tuesday I
100 words per minute. Ouick commission . Choice of DJ'S for all occasions . 04101. 2071774 -0308 or
OPENING the HEART and cuddle with. Would like saw you. If I had my way , I
turn around time. Pickup and sizes, styles and subject Weddings , parties, private 207/871 -0287.
Meditation is a way of devel- her to be 35 to 40 . Must be would see you again. But not
delivery available. Call 774- matter is negotiable. En- functions. Featuring the best
oping basic friendship to- gentle and like walking on in a book store. Get in touch
•
RYTHMICAL
MASSAGE
in
contemporary
dance
mu5410
hance your home, office,
ward oneself and others and the beach, holding hands if you are free, Tiger B. CBW
. lobby or corporate space. sic. Reasonable rates. Call a combination of therapeutic creating harmony and and cuddling . Long term Box 288
772- 1384
massage
modalities
using
Call D.H. Laughlin 207-793various oils and ointments, compassion in daily life. Five relationship possible. Please
8058
C.D. TUNES - Muzac for all to achieve your personal Tuesdays, beginning June
send phone number and
occasions . Private parties - needs.
13.7:15 pm in Yarmouth. Call photo if possible. Send to NICE GUY available .
wakes - Bar Mitzvahs . • Relieve mental and Carroll Dunn at 846-0764 af- CBW Box 281
SWM, 34, 6'0·, 180 Ibs. Not
&
Cheap rates (under $100)
fat, not ugly, not a drunk or a
physical stress, and tension, ter 6. ($30)
P.NUT, Those who mean the druggie. Wide range of intery Stephen Scott
Call 879-0167
relax and tone muscles,
improve joint mobility, and SUMMER FUN! Have a most to us are sometimes ests and experience. Enjoys
868
Broadway
II!
~
integrate body, mind and psychic party! Also private lhe hardest to deal with. We outdoors , moonlight, live
South Portland, ME 04106
_ •••• ____ •
readings - Teaching - WOrk- are two people Who have music, dancing, sexy
spirit.
shops
- Channeling. Call hopes and desires for clothes, romantic evenings
An
appropriate
o
779-2291
happiness. It is important
complement to counseling Audrey 775-7135 Center for
at home and just living in
~----~~------------------------~
that we do what is right for general. Seeking SF
New Age.
and other lherapies.
ourselves
,
if
we
don't,
we
FOR SALE. Sop. sax $325, • Gift certificates available.
friend/lover of similar interJBL pro monitors $325, Vox Linden Thigpen, certified WOMEN: Does being in can never make each olher ests and attitude Who would
Elec. bass $100, Thorens massage therapist. New love mean being in pain? happy. I've allowed my anger like a pleasant way out of the
turntable $75, Flute $50 , Images 142 High St. (across Learn how to change dys- over things that went wrong single life doldrums too .
trumpet $80, Altonium $95,
from Sonesta), Room 515. functional relationship pat- to be released. By doing so Open to romance, relation+ Carpenter + Builder +
stereo speakers $25 - up,
terns. Therapy group now I've made things easier to ship and/or children. Photo
By appointment 775-4010.
SPECIALIST IN DECKfNG Trombone $75. 829-6513
based on ·Women accept. No regrets here kid! appreciated but not necesforming
Work, the way
econtemorary
Who
Love
Too Much." For in- Experience has taught me sary . All replies answered.
you would like
• cabinetry &,; carpentry
CONN TENOR SAX in THERAPUTIC BODYthat lhere is a special person CBW Box 294
formalion call 871-9256
to have it done_
perfect condition . Must sell WORK combines traditional
in you . I love and respect
• building &,; remodeling
this week. Hall price at $300, Swedish massage with MIDWIFE. Services inyou enough 10 give you the
871-0255 • 772-1761
includes all accessories. Call polarity and trigger pOint clude prenatal care, nutrition room needed to figure out GWM 33 brown hair, beard,
John at 879-1669.
therapy. Theresa Berman , counseling. homebirth , pap what is best for you . I'm a medical profeSSional looking
Certified Therapist. 767- sm ears. Call for free conbetter man for having known for that significant other, but
5439. Gift certificates avail- sultation visit. Heidi Fillmore- you . Now Greate r Portland very willing to wail. He mus t
r~
able.
and you know just how I feel be 30 to 45, honest, sinc€re,
ART
Patrick, 657-3 180.
~
My best wishes, prayers and not afraid of commi tment that
TO THE HOME
• PROBLEM: Drinking
love are for you. SAG.
goes with a long term
Weare
water supplies are
general contractors
relationship. I enioy rom antic
HANDSOME
HONKER,
becoming contaminaled
specializing in
dinn e rs, th e outdoo rs.
painting 8< masoruy
M, black. whi te and brown , music, theater, danCing,
• SOLUll0N: MULTICanadian goose, see ks trave l, Tina Turner, romance,
PURE T\( syste ms gua ran• FREE ESTiMATES
teed to remove chlorine,
unattached black, white and cuddling under satin sheets
• FULLY INSURED
bacteria and chemicals
brown F who enjoys deep
Please write soon - it could
For quality work at
+ OPPORTIJNIIY:
wate r inti mate con tac t be fun. CBW Box 291
good prices oan
574
Congress
St.
Distributors needed !
sports, unus ual inve rt e772-1708
(Above Record Land)
brates and delicate sprig s of
772-6740
761-8084
spring grass. Must be a SWM 34 seeking SWF 25good swimmer and well 35 lor summ er fun and
feathered. Honk il interested friendship. Someone to drink
margaritas, burn steaks,
to CBW Box 287
day trip , and just hang out
with . Maybe even a little roCERAMIC CLASSES for
mance. Maine summers are
children ages 5- 10. Learn
I WANTA WIFE! DIW too short, so let's mee t.
hand building and glazing
searching for man 35-45 who Write Bill Box 15025, Porttechniqu es. Educational and
fulfills job description of land. ME 04101
fun l Saturday mornings or
· Wife· Additional duties may
Monday afternoons, Woodinclude: Impromplu pic nics KAREN, although we may
ford area. Call 774-6829
(with wine), leisure Sunday not have been destined for
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
brunch (with wine), late night one another, I want you to
someone
special.
Selectively.
Thoughtfully.
Cheerfully.
GUITAR LESSONS Now
videos (with popcorn and know that our short time to Beingsing/ein Mainecan
rrt:_ <n .• __ r
accepting students . I teach
wine) and piano bars with gether touched me in a very
be fun again. Why wait ~£~fi.xJr=
all levels and styles. Realize
what else - wine. Only lhose special way . The fog may be
any longer? Call
D./UC
your potential While having
intent on serious fun need lifting after all. Thanks, David
The Personal lOuch.
fun. Call Jeff at 772-0208
apply. Send resume to: CBW
Box 289
31 Exhange SL Portland ME 04 101
LADY IN RED at the
773 ·1688
movies watching Brightness ,
WHOAA!!! Quick, before Sunday, June 4 evening
lhe ravages of aging takes it show. I'd like to meet you.
toll on lhis tall , slender, blue- The shy one. CBW Box 292
eyed, soon to be 39 DWF!
for careers in
But for the present this
HOUSE SITTING position OVER WORKED? Let
lovely woman of substance MARRIED WHITE male, a
sought by professional someone else clean your
.
~,. {~ \
is
not going to bemoan her family man with litlle tots
woman. Experienced care- house. Responsible, experiage
for there is always ... seeks woman in similar situtaker of dogs, cats, plants enced duo will get the job
)~~' ~
A! So don't look any ation for confidential discusRetin
and older homes. Excellent done. Weekly or bi-weekly
further, that is if you are a sions . Send letter, phone,
'r.,~
,
~
references upon request. cleaning available . Call 883intentions. CBW Box 290
intelligent dyprofessional,
Write
for
application:
~end
to
Call Ms. Valentine at 775- 5833
male
(will
consider
all
namic
PO Box 4174 Portland ME. 04101
2655
other live alternatives). CBW
Box 293

Town

~

Country Upholstery

Ii

-U$1.
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TOM
8BAOOllND
SOUTHERN

BmLDBRS

772-7725

WANTED:
PURE DRINKING WATER

June 8, 1989

CLASSIC CAR 1951
Lincoln Cosmopolitan. Rare.
One owner. White walls.
Power windows, seats. Baby
blue with lots of chrome .
·Suicide· doors. Luxury car
of another era. Collector's
piece. In remarkably good
shape. $3000 firm . Call 7750985. Leave name, number
on machine.

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
1977 convertible. Looks
great. runs great. The car
has been taken care of and
is in excellent condition .
$2,450 or BRO. 729-8046

ISUZU TROOPER 11·4
wheel drive, 1985. Low miles,
30,000, AMiFM stereo cassette, new radials, muffler,
HD battery, roof rack, relocating must sell' Asking
$6,900. Call 797-7128 .

SUBURU GL 1982 two
door, PB, PS, PW, rear defrost, am/fm tape, sporty, 80
thousand miles, $900 or best
offer. Andy 773-5352

CHEVY CAVALIER 1986
34,000 miles , one owner.
CHEVY CITATION 1982,
Two door, five speed, white.
four door, six cylinder, auto.,
PSlPB, AMiFM, cruise con - New: front brakes and tires,
rear shocks, muffler, tunetrol 75,000 miles, excellent
co~dition, reconditioned up, sticker. Lifetime rustinterior/exterior. The perfect proofed. Runs great. $3900
graduation present. 781- or best offer. Call 772-7831
5232
AUDI 5000S 1981 . AC ,
CC, sunroof, Alpine sound,
RENAULT FUEGO 1982, new battery , new transmis100 lhousand miles, PS, PB, sion , luxurious, $2500. 1975
5 speed. New tires , res- Volvo sedan, automatic, new
onator, alternator, battery, engine, exhaust, tires ,
brakes. Immaculate interior brakes, battery, great body,
and exterior. No rust. Excel- dependable. $1200 967lent shape. Going to school 4295.
must sell . $1500. Evenings SAAB 900S 1982, four
772-3037
door, five speed, 85,000
miles, sunroof , air, pw, navy
DODGE DART 1974 for blue metallic. Immaculate,
sale. Has sticker, new front runs and drives beautifully .
end new brakes , water Going to grad. school.
pu~p, tune up, no rust, ex- $4,300. Call 871-0033
cellent condition . Asking
$995 or best offer. Call 772- RARE CLASSIC: 1970
1121 Bam-5:30pm
BMW 2800 CS (coupe) metalic sky blue, security sysVOLVO 264GL 1978 four tem, Bongi Box tape deck,
speed with overdrive, elec- good body , runs great! Must
tric windows, sunroof, well sell. Best offer. George 772maintained, a dream to drive, 8539
$1300, must sell - bought
COROLLA
new car. Call 967-4531. keep TOYOTA
1981 . Excellent condition.
trying.
100,000 miles . Asking
$1000. Call 772-5167
CANNONDALE Mountain
Bike 1988. Like new. 18· blue
frame . $550. 79 auto . DATSUN PU 1979 with
Dasher SW Needs new bat cap . Runs good. Needs
welding work for sticker.
tery, but runs well . 761-0165. 829-6513
Leave message.

• SUBS
• PASTA DINNERS

MAINE COON Kittens.
CFF registered. 100 % pure
Maine blood lines. Tabbies in
brown , red and blue without
white. Solid blue. Fel V neg.
All shots , wormed. Old time
Skag cats.

TRloCOUNTY Dog Training
Club offers obedience
classes in Portland for beginner and advanced dogs.
Puppy classes are also
available . Sessions starl
every few weeks. Call 6884737

• FRIED DINNERS

MARTIN ENTERPRISES
DATING SERVICE
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Responses to advertisers using CBW Box
SeNice should be sent to : Casco Bay
Weekly, CBW Box #_
,187 Clark Street ,
Portland , Maine 04 t 02. Letters will be
forwarded to boxholders twice a week.
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a CBW P e rso n to Person
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CBW
readers, mo re than a few of whic
h a ra
Single, a nd all o f w hich are well re ad!
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I Please
THIRDuse
WEEK
the " D oFREE!
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l and enc lose t h is c o u pon to r eceive a free w eek . )
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Sims
Crosby
Francis
Lardner
Wilhelm
Brown
Connie
Marin
_ Tommy

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?

Ifso there could be a $20 giftcertifica te for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets
for two aboard the Longfellow Cruise Lines
(second prize). Winners will be selected from
among the correct entries by a random
drawing. Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a four-week span,
and only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle
mustbereceived by noon Wednesday, June
14, The solution to this week's Real Puzzle -

will appear in the June 22 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly, Send your best guess to:

The Real Puzzle #23
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

Solution to Real Puzzle #21
15 backfire
3 housework
8 backhand
7 flypaper
. 13 hangover
14 handout
5 firefly
10 paperback

6 hangout
1 overhand
11 paperwork
4 firework
12hou5efly
9 overhang
2outhou5e

ill

1989 United Feature Syndicate.

First prize goes to Steve Mizerak of Portland. Second goes to Marc Cote o f Westbrook.

IT WAS TRvE. AN D NoT MY

IMAGINATION nlEN WfJ.AT? IS IT EVEN

MY BUSINESS';) PL£ASE GOD, TELL Me.

879-0093

~---------------,

Gibson
Aldrin
Torn
Iggy
Saul
Mancini
_ Alger
Craddock
Rubble
Maxwell

774-2091

\\\
VVhen was the last time you met

."

Each of the sounds at right is part of the
name of a character listed below.
See if you can match them up.

425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

someone who blew you away?

ome services

Sound track

The Place

r; 51 tI ;t·(19 i'J 'if_ _

ilLWAYSAVAELABLE
CLEANING

TOYOTA 1983 Camry, excellent condition . 90
thousand miles, $2800. Call
786-8825

• COLD DRINKS
• TAKE-OUT
(
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At H

Computers'
Graduation Sale,
you get to choose
your own roominate.

Pick up an Apple<!!l Macintosh<!!l Plus, an auxiliary disk drive
and Claris® MacWrite<!!l IT for just $1999. While supplies last.

j

If you're heading off to college in the
fall, now's the time to get ready, with a
Macintosh Plus computer from Harper
Computers. Whether you're brand new
to computers or you're an old hand,
you'll fmd the Macintosh Plus to be the
perfect computer for college. This is
the computer that's well-known for
being easy to learn and easy to use.
And all of the software that's available
for the Macintosh (and we're talking
about hundreds of programs here) is
just as easy to understand. So whether
you're writing a 20-page essay or developing a club newsletter, the Macintosh Plus will help you look your best.

With a little help from its friends.

But the Macintosh Plus really gets
down to work with an auxiliary disk
drive and MacWrite II, an advanced
word processing program. They allow
you to start working the day you arrive
at school. You could also pick
up an lmageWriter printer
for an additional $499,
bringing the cost of the
whole package to
$2498. But hurry
into Harper
Computers - the
sale only lasts while
the computers do.

319 Marginal Way Portland, ME 04101
772-1156 1-$00-443-6070

